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N ew  H endricken Field D edicated Today
THE WEATHER
Bright skies for P. C. 
Slightly cloudy for R. I. 
Temperature of Fans— 
107. High Tide at kick- 
off. Moon—all four quar­
ters. Low area—South 
of field. Sun sets—in the 
West.
JOT IT DOWN! 
Reunion of the Class of 
'30 tomorrow afternoon, 
November 17, at Chateau 
Diddy, East Greenwich.
Blackfriar play and lec­
ture by Padraic Colum, 
Monday. November 18, 
Harkins Hall.
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PRESIDENT ENCOURAGES 
WORK OF COWL STAFF
STATE PROUD OF
COACH KEANEY
Coach Frank Keaney, Rhode 
Island State’s Athletic Director, 
is in complete charge of all 
sports at that institution. An 
Alumnus of Bates College, 
where his record is an incentive 
to those who follow, he is 
known, loved and respected 
throughout eastern collegiate 
circles. As coach at Woonsocket 
High, he produced his most il­
lustrious pupil, Joe McGee. Dur­
ing his sixteen years at Kings­
ton, he has endeared himself to 
his associates. Genial and pa­
tient, relentless and confident,— 
a lover of sports,—a student of 
the game,—a keen strategist, 
and strict disciplinarian. The 
Friars are proud to combat the 
charges of this builder of men.
Hockey Team to Be 
Formed By Students
John E. Farrell
McGee Hopeful
For Victory
Praises Student Cooperation 
And Reviews Past Two 
Seasons as Coach
FRIARS BATTLE STATE 
FOR FOOTBALL CROWN
Record to  Date
0
R. I. STATE 
Holy Cross 32
0 Maine 7
13 BROWN 7
6 Northeastern 6
13 Coast Guard 7
23 W. P. I. 6
7 Conn. State 0
62 65
Record to Date
P. C.
0 Holy Cross 12
7 St. Anselm’s 6
14 C.C. N.Y. 0
26 Colby 0
12 Springfield 0
6 Boston College 20
20 Niagara 6
85 44
women who have achieved not­
able success in business or in the 
professions declare regretfully 
that their efforts are restricted 
and their accomplishments ab­
breviated because they are un­
able to serve a larger public 
either through the written or 
through the spoken word! With 
advancing years and increased 
prestige, they experien ce  more 
and more reluctance to make 
the mistakes of beginners; and 
in consequence they either re­
fuse to employ these technics or 
use them quite sparingly.
“It is principally with the hope 
of preventing such conditions 
from obtaining in the lives of 
Providence College graduates 
that opportunities are afforded 
for these activities, and stu­
dents are constantly encouraged 
to become active participants.
“The COWL may serve anoth­
er purpose which is scarcely less 
important than that of develop­
ing writers. It may and it should 
foster college spirit. There is 
something ennobling in any loy­
alty that is properly placed; for 
loyalty implies a mental attitude 
that is both generous and coop­
erative. It indicates a willing­
ness to identify oneself with a 
group and to assume responsi­
bility for group action. From 
one point of view, it is an en­
largement of one’s personality; 
and from another, it is a subor-
Our sincerest sympathy 
to—
William Beck, '24, on the 
death of his wife.
John P. Condon, '39, on 
the death of his mother.
Paul O’Neill, '38, on the 
death of his mother.
Requiescant in Pace.
Dr. L. C. McCarthy, O.P., Pres-
ident of Providence College, hon­
ors us with this message on the 
first day of the COWL’S appear­
ance :
"It was with no little interest 
that I learned some few weeks 
ago of the intention of several 
students to edit a college week­
ly under the direction of Father 
Perrotta. It is with a corres­
ponding satisfaction that I wel­
come its appearance today.
“The COWL will serve several 
useful purposes at the college. 
Being less formal than the 
ALEMBIC and more dignified 
than the TIE-UP and SNAP­
PER, it will be a practice-field 
not only for the young men who 
have journalistic aspirations but 
for all those who expect to use 
the press as a means for exer­
cising greater personal or pro­
fessional influence. 
“Educators for the most part 
agree that initiations into what 
are termed extra-curricular ac- 
tivities are made most effective-  
ly during under-graduate days! 
This is particularly true of pub- 
lic speaking, debating and writ­
ing for publication. How often 
have we not heard men and
Activity Long Sought Here to Become 
Reality if Plans Materializ
eA group of hockey 
adherents in the College are 
making plans to form a team that 
will play in the inter-collegiate 
ranks dur- ing the coming winter 
months. W hile no 
decisive forward step has yet 
been taken it applaus that a team 
will be ready to take the 
ice within a fortnight. There are 
many capable hoc- key players 
in the student ranks who have 
been playing for the past few 
years in the Amateur Hockey 
leagues throughout the states. 
Without a doubt they will be able 
to play amazingly goes  results 
under the colors of the Black 
and White. Despite the fact that 
the team will not be sponsored
by the athletic as- sociation they 
are assured of the cooperation 
of the student body and of the 
association to some extent.
dination of self to a larger 
whole. There are, it is true, loy­
alties which are more important 
than loyalty to college. Such 
are loyalty to family, to country 
and to God. Fortunately, these 
are not mutually exclusive; and 
they all leave room for the ex­
pression of a reasonable inter­
est in and devotion to the wel­
fare of an Alma Mater.
With regard to the precise and 
most acceptable forms in which 
college spirit should manifest it­
self, the contributors to the 
COWL may and undoubtedly 
will, as the occasion arises, en­
lighten its readers. But so long 
as it promotes a sympathetic,
  benevolent spirit in the student 
body itself and strengthens 
their loyalty to the aims and 
purpose of Providence College, 
it will accomplish a noteworthy 
service.”
In reviewing the past two seasons 
since my appointment as head coach of 
football, I must express my sincere 
appre- ciation and thanks for the ex-
ceptionally fine cooperation and in 
part that has been accorded me. It 
has been very gratifying to 
know that every time actively connected 
with Providence Col- lege, including 
the faculty, stu- dent body, athletic 
association, many 
friends of 
the college, has been behind me in my 
every en- deavor. I am most certainly 
pleased that I have this oppor- tunity to 
publicly acknowledge this fact. I hope 
that this spirit continues, for wether 
it can accomplish nothing. We must all 
keep our shoulders to 
the wheel, and although there will be 
discouragements and defeats along 
the line I am sure we 
will accomplish our aim.Last Year
Now to trace the past two 
seasons since my appointment, 
t h e  beginning of the 1934 
season a squad of about thirty 
reported, and in that group but 
four were regulars on the var­
sity the year preceding. At 
first sight, the prospects were 
none too bright. But it proved 
to be an ideal set-up. A squad 
of green, inexperienced, sopho­
more players meant that I could 
start at the bottom and build 
for the future. To my way of 
thinking, this was better than 
taking over a squad of experi­
enced players. With valuable 
aid from my assistant coaches I 
spent the entire season teaching 
fundamentals and sound foot­
ball theories, concentrating for 
the most part on defensive foot­
ball. No intricate formations or 
plays were attempted.
After losing to Holy Cross 
25-0-- a defeat not wholly unex­
pected as it was the first college 
game for most of the members 
of the first team-- we defeated 
C.C.N.Y. 19-6; lost to Springfield 
14-13; defeated Boston College 
(Continued on Page 3)
Both T eam s C onfident 
As G am e Tim e 
N ears
COLOR PREVALENT
H ank  S o a r and  M udge 
Renew  Old R ivalry 
In C lassic
Excitement that has  been held 
somewhat in restraint for the 
past two weeks will let loose in 
a reverberating crescendo of 
noise when the agile toe of some 
Providence College or Rhode 
Island State gridder sends the 
ball scudding through the air 
for the opening kickoff of to­
day’s game which promises to 
decide the collegiate football su­
premacy of Rhode Island. Con­
siderable interest was added to 
the contest back in the early 
fall when a fighting State eleven 
vanquished their ancient Brown 
rival for the first time in a long 
extended series of tradition- 
filled games.
 S in c e  the lazy days of early 
September both squads have 
been slowly, but expertly, 
f i l le d  to a peak by the respec- 
t iv e  coaching staffs for this con­
test which undoubtedly will be 
replete with thrills and sensa- 
tional plays. It would be unfair 
t o  prognosticate concerning the 
outcom e, for both team s aretense and in traditional 
rival- ries of this kind previous 
 records can 
be tossed to the winds 
for they are to be discounted.
There are many interesting 
angles to today’s game. Frank 
Keaney will match his tricky 
and colorful offence against Joe 
McGee’s passing and power at­
tack. Bobby Mudge, clever 
State fullback, and Hank Soar, 
Friar halfback of Eastern fame, 
have been rivals for state hon­
ors in the past and if both are 
at their peak today the assem­
bled spectators are in for a real 
football treat.  Omer Landry, 
diminutive quarterback, and 
Johnny Mantenuto, State half- 
back, the rival captains, will be 
out there playing in their last 
collegiate game. Both will be 
striving to have their club on 
top when the final whistle spells 
doom to a great hour of play.
An ominous note might be 
mentioned here in the fact that 
the Friars, though unusually 
adept in the passing game as an 
offensive weapon, have mani­
fested a glaring weakness on 
pass defense, a department of 
play in which the Kingston lads 
are either very hot, or cold.
Sports followers adhere to the 
fact that the Black and White 
gridmen will prove to be too 
strong for their smaller but 
faster opponents. This may be 
true, but we expect a stirring 
fight to the finish.
Our advice is, follow the ball.
F o o t b a l l  P l a y e r s
Not 
Mere Robots G am e D evelops 
Men; All is Not  Glory on Gridiron
The fundamental benefit to be 
derived from football is the spirit 
of competitive rivalry, the struggle 
for victory, and the de- sire of men 
to become superior, are merely 
motives in them- selves contributing 
to the p rod uction  of a  
more efficient man. Every man 
who appears in uniform today 
has earned that right through 
long hours of practice; privation 
and prepara- tion. Perhaps he is 
a hard charg- ing lineman, an 
accurate passer, 
o r  a side-stepping, swivel-hip­
ped back; or then again he may 
be doomed to remain on the 
sidelines, uncheered, unheralded, 
unnoticed and unsung.
And of those men who parade 
before us today, some are en­
dowed with greater ability than 
others; some have reached the 
peak of their collegiate career 
and some are yet in-the-making.
 But whether they are brilliant
or obscure, regular or substi- 
tute, all have learned to be 
prompt, obedient and self-re- 
l iant, all are well-schooled in the 
essentials of cooperative action, 
and clean living. All are better 
 men.
S ays E x tra -C u rricu la r 
A ctivities C om plete 
C ollege T rain ing
O u t l i n e s  P LANS
C om m ends E n te rp rise  
as  P ro m o te r of Col­
lege  S p irit
Freshman Caps
A s appeared in the November 7, 
1938 issue.
With the approval of Father 
Dillon and Father Chandler, the 
sophomore class is making an ef­
fort to provide the freshman with 
caps. There is to be no rule to com­
pulsion; the decision as to whether 
or not they will accept and pur­
chase the caps is left to the first 
year men themselves.
It is to be hoped that the 
freshmen realize that their purchase 
of caps means a great deal, not on­
ly to the upper classmen and to the 
college as a whole, but also to 
themselves, individually and as a 
class.
As the situation now stands 
among the freshmen, they are 
unacquainted and unable to 
recognize each other a classmates. 
Friendships do not materialize out­
side of the classroom. Their in­
dividual interest suffers, and will 
continue to suffer as long as they 
permit this condition to exist.
In the second semester the 
freshmen will be permitted to spon­
sor social activities. Here again, 
unity will be absolutely necessary 
to the social success of the class. 
The class of '42 will have t work a 
unit. And it cannot do this if 
disunity exists among its members.
There is nothing overbearing in 
the attitude of the sophomores 
towards freshmen. They are simp­
ly making an effort to fulfill their 
own particular obligations to the 
freshmen, that is to be the sponsors 
of friendly relations between the 
two classes, and to initiate the 
freshmen in the spirit, tradition and 
ideals for which their college 
stands. They proved that by the 
spirit in which they are conducting 
the Freshmen-Sophomore Mixer 
which will take place next Tuesday 
night.
Thus it is the moral obligation of 
the Freshmen to reciprocate for the 
friendly spirit o f the sophomores 
and to purchase and wear the caps 
for their own interest.
Money and War
A s it appeared in the May 8, 1936 
issue o f  the Cowl.
Money caused the United States 
to enter the World War and money 
will in all probability prevent it 
from going to war in the future. 
Finance has always been the 
governmental heel o f Achilles, and 
where other considerations have 
failed, it has invariably obtained. 
Just as in the movie industry the 
box-office constitutes the strategic 
point for an effective boycott, so 
in anti-war movements the pacifists 
will find an invaluable ally in the 
vast expenditures attendant upon 
war in this country. Pensions and 
bonuses have caused an outlay
which is being felt critically at pre­
sent almost two decades after the 
war and which is large enough to 
have evoked a presidential veto. 
According to the present system of 
providing for the veterans, another 
war with a proportional number of 
casualties would likely prove to ex­
ert a very severe drain on the 
treasury. Therefore, when one war 
is rendered almost a financial im­
possibility, a more important blow 
will have been struck for its 
outlawry than all moral arguments 
put together. Money has been cor­
rectly termed the sinews of war, 
and if more is needed than is 
available, a pretty hamstringing 
will be the result.
Established— November 1 5 , 1935.
The COWL is published every full school week by the students of 
Providence College, Providence R .I.
Offices : Rooms 1 and 18, Harkins Hall — Telephone: Dexter 4049. 
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THE STAFF
Editor-in-chief . . ...................................................... ........... Joseph P. Dyer, '36
Business Manager ..................... .........................  Brendan J. McMullen,   '36
For the time being, the ALEMBIC staff will carry on. Students will be 
appointed to positions on the staff of the COWL towards the end of this
civil year, on the basis of service and merit.
W e, the fiftieth  anniversary issue workers on  the C ow l feel 
honored to  present you with the following issue. D ating back 
to  1935, the C ow l became a m ajo r institution at Providence 
College and  with a decent respect for objective reporting the 
C ow l has always been a strong source o f  news on  campus.
As with any issue encom passing fifty years, some im portant 
nam es and  events will be erroneously excluded, but we have 
tried to  do as accurate a job  in reporting as possible with respect 
to  space available and  deadline pressures. Every graduate or 
student always will be a  vital m em ber o f  Providence College 
and  w ith that in mind we have tried to  cover a  variety o f  topics 
in th is anniversary issue.
H opefully, after reflecting o n  this issue, you, the reader will 
have a b etter u nderstanding o f  the grow th o f  P rovidence C ol­
lege over the last 50 years.
Anniversary Issue Coordinator.........................Gregory Winsper '86
Directing Research Editor...........................................Kevin Sghia ' 88
Research Specialist, 1935-1945.............................Patty Fillippelli ' 89
Research Specialist, 1945-1955.........................Claire Fitzpatrick ' 89
Research Specialist, 1955-1965...................... Andrienne Locasto '89
Special thanks to Debbie Jarret, Ellen Snakard, Brian Thorton, Ted 
Winschel and Scott Corrigan, and A nne D 'Andrea.
Assistant Dean Warns Students
Campaign on Against 
Violations of College 
Auto Regulations
A s appeared in the Nov. 30, 1935 
issue
As the school year progresses, it 
becomes necessary to warn the 
students who operate cars, concer­
ning parking and driving regula­
tions. Students must be made to 
realize the dangers which result 
from carelessness, and the disorder 
which arises from poor parking 
regulations. It is not only for the 
safety and convenience of the STU­
DENT, that caution should be ex­
ercised, but also for the general 
well-being of all concerned. Any in­
fraction of parking or driving 
regulations, no matter how slight 
or serious, is not an individual of-
A s it appeared in a 1935 edition o f  
the Cowl.
The Providence College Exten­
sion School opened its Winter ses­
sion at 7:30 pm Monday with a 
large registration. The program has 
been greatly expanded and addi­
tional periods have been schedul­
ed. Courses are given nightly Mon­
day through Friday in the evening 
division and on Saturday mornings 
in a separate morning division.
Subjects taught in the Saturday 
courses are: History of Education, 
Father Friel ; E lizabethan 
L iterature, Father Donovan;
fense but rather, a  social injustice.
For this reason, the Rev. J. 
Dillion, Dean of Discipline, once 
more demands a strict adherence to 
the State and College regulations 
by automobile drivers. The follow­
ing regulations have been issued of­
ficially from the office of the Dean:
All students who drive 
automobiles will see that the police 
regulations regarding the over­
crowding of machines is observed. 
This means that not more than 
three persons shall occupy the front 
or rear seats.
No student shall be permitted to 
stand on running boards or occupy 
any other place forbidden by the 
law.
Excessive rate of speed is forbid­
den. No one shall drive at a rate ex­
ceeding twenty miles per hour on 
the college grounds. ____
Poetics, Professor Donovan; Prin­
ciples o f Latin Style, Professor 
O ’Neill; Survey of Latin Literature 
(Part Two), Father Fanning; Livy 
and Tacitus, Father Carolan; 
Elementary French (Part Two), 
Professor Smith; General Biology 
(Part Two), Father Redmond; In­
organic Chemistry, Father Fit­
zgerald; General Physics (Part 
Two), Professor Quirk; Logic, 
Father McGlynn; Philosophy of 
the Mind, Father Regan; Interna­
tional Governmental Problems, 
Father P. Reilly; Principles of 
Sociology, Father Clark.
No students may park his 
automobile in front of the building.
Automobiles must be parked on 
right side of drive around the 
building. When this space is filled 
automobiles must be parked order­
ly on the rear campus.
Any student who violates these 
regulations subjects himself to 
serious disciplinary action.
Hockey Team 
To Be Formed 
By Students
A s it appeared in the November 16, 
1935 issue o f  the Cowl.
A group of hockey adherents in 
the College are making plans to 
form a team that will play in the 
inter-collegiate ranks during the 
coming winter months. While no 
decisive forward step has yet been 
taken it appears that a team will be 
ready to take the ice within a 
fortnight.
There are many capable hockey 
players in the student ranks who 
have been playing for the past few 
years in the Amateur Hockey 
leagues throughout the state. 
Without a doubt they be able to 
produce amazingly good results 
under the colors of the Black and 
White. Despite the fact that the 
team will not be sponsored by the 
athletic association they are assured 
of the cooperation of the student 
body and o f the association to 
some extent.
Students May 
Obtain Cowl
Fridays in Harkins
A s it appeared in a  Nov. 16, 1935 
edition o f  the Cowl.
The Cowl  will be sold to students 
every Friday in the week it is 
published from 8 to 9 am and from 
noon to 1 pm.
1. In the Alembic Office, Room 
18.
2. Stand near the bulletin 
boards.
3. In Cowl Offices, Room 1.
4. In large parlor.
$.05
Every student is expected to 
secure one.
Basketball game in Harkins Gym which is now Blackfriars Theatre.
Night Classes Begin Here
To Our Cook
A s it appeared in the February 4, 1936 issue o f  the Cowl.
I’ve never had the courage to express 
In open words the feelings that are mine,
When I sit down to eat your meals at mess,
So I resort to verse to voice my whine.
I tell the days of any week, dear Cook,
By looking at your chow; you never change.
You learned the recipes from just one book,
And with it, you’re the terror o f the range.
Your soups are greasy, tasteless, cold and stale,
Your meats are dry as straw and cut awry;
Your greens are from the grocer’s remnant sale,
Your boiled potatoes are so soggy I could cry.
Your worst offense is keeping coffee old—
You mix the fresh with that made days before.
You send out eggs and bacon stiff and cold,
And you never make us pancakes any more.
Oh yes, you have a specialty-- the stew,
You make good hardboiled eggs and pie,
But these are not the dishes that will do 
The trick o f keeping us content, nor satisfy.
Please, Cookie dear, start varying the meals,
Give us fresh coffee, improve your gentle art.
A man is as noble just as his stomach feels.
If the tummy is tickled, it goes to the heart.
0 .0
Cowl Receives 
Mercedes-Benz
The Cowl advertising staff an­
nounced yesterday morning that 
through the generosity of a 
benefactor who wished to remain 
anonymous that it was to receive 
one of the latest sixteen cylinder 
models o f the ultra  modern 
Mercedes-Benz. It is to be expected 
that with such a car for their of­
ficial and non official use the 
advertising men will capture all 
honors as salesmen and as the most 
popular collegians in the state.
New Parking Rules 
Announced Today
During the past few weeks park­
ing regulations have been observ­
ed so faithfully , the college 
authorities have become bored and 
disgusted. Hereafter the following 
rules will apply: Cars must be left 
idling; all students operating cars 
in vicinity of the college should 
average speed not more than 2 
miles per hour, in order to avoid 
striking absent-minded professors; 
students driving while sober will 
not be tolerated; one-armed driv­
ing is encouraged because of the 
skill acquired by constant practice.
Attn: Students
A s it appeared in a 1935 edition o f  
the Cowl.
Due to the fact that the school 
year is drawing to a close, we wish 
to afford you the greatest comfort 
during the forthcoming trying 
Spring days. All students may 
smoke in any part o f the building 
and during classes. Then, too, we 
are fully cognizant o f the fact that 
it will be rather difficult to arrive 
at school on time, so just come 
when you get around it.”
ABC Tenth Ass. Dean.
The 1941-42 Freshman Basketball team.
Timetable of World Events 1935-1945
1935-36
* Murder in the Cathedral written 
by T.S. Eliot
*39 Steps by Alfred Hitchcock was 
viewed in the theatres.
* The opera, Porgy and Bess, by 
Gershwin was viewed on 
Broadway.
* Rumba becomes the fashionable 
dance.
♦Mussolini and Hitler proclaim 
Rome-- Berlin axis.
*Gone With the Wind written by 
Margaret Mitchell won the Pulitzer 
Prize.
♦Sigmond Freud wrote 
Autobiography
♦Dr. Alexis Carrel develops the ar­
tificial heart.
♦Jesse Owens wins four gold 
medals in Olympic games held at 
Berlin.
1937-38
*Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfs is seen in the theatre. 
♦George Gershwin died.
* "War Admiral” won racings Tri-
ple Crown.
♦Joe Louis regains World Heavy
Weight boxing title.
♦John D. Rockefeller dies.
♦ The Lady Vanishes by Alfred Hit­
chcock was viewed in the theatres. 
♦Don Budge, a U.S. tennis player 
wins the tennis grandslam.
1939-40
* Hitler’s Mein K ampf is translated 
to English.
♦Sigmond Freud dies.
* The first baseball game is televis­
ed in the U.S.
* Germany invades Poland to start 
World War II.
* The Wizard o f  Oz is released star­
ring Judy Garland.
* "God Bless America”  is one of 
the most popular songs of the 
times.
* Hemingway writes, For Whom 
the Bell Tolls.
♦Penicillin is developed as a prac­
tical antibiotics.
1941-42
* Germany invades Russia to con-
tinue World War 11. 
* "Chattanooga Choo-choo”  is a 
popular song.
♦Lou Gehrig dies.
* Germany and Italy declare war on 
the United States.
♦Pearl Harbor is bombed by the 
Japanese.
* Bambi is produced by Disney 
Films.
* Germans work on V2 rocket. 
* Irving Berlin composes “ White 
Christmas.”
1943-44
♦Allies invade Italy.
* Betty Smith writes A Tree Grows 
in Brooklyn.
* Casablanca wins the Academy 
Award.
* Rodgers and Hammerstein write 
the musical play Oklahoma. 
* George W ashington Carver 
founds Tuskegee Institute.
♦D-day landing in Normandy. 
♦Rommel commits suicide. 
* Tennessee Williams writes The 
Glass Menagerie.
Eaton St. Approach 
to College Repaired
A s it appeared in the 1935 edition 
o f  the Cowl.
At last the City Highway Depart­
ment has decided to curb and 
reconstruct the River Ave. ap­
proach to the college. No longer do 
student drivers have to bump over 
the rough highway with a prayer 
for weak springs and accessories.
The poor condition of the road 
has been long existent and 
reconstruction has been felt by 
most students as a necessary course 
of action for the protection of cars.
Since the Dean of Agriculture 
assigned his students, a month ago 
to reconstruction work on “ Tobac­
co Road " , driving conditions have 
improved from that approach and 
now with the River Ave. improve­
ment, driving conditions will finally 
be proper.
The Olympic 
Games
A s it appeared in the November 16, 
1935 issue o f  the Cowl.
There has been much agitation in 
the colleges and in other amateur 
athletic circles, concerning the ad­
visability of American participation 
in the Olympic games to be held in 
Germany this coming August. In 
print and over the air waves 
arguments have been advanced pro 
and con. We are in sympathy with 
both sides, but since some definite 
decision must soon be reached, we 
incline toward the view to accept 
the invitation. Our athletes should 
go. We are not in sympathy with 
what Nazi Germany has been do­
ing to Catholics and Jews, but we 
feel that this question should be 
kept on an athletic basis. Let us try 
Germany out. Let us send into her 
territory our Catholic and Jewish 
athletes. The treatment that will be 
accorded to them there will settle 
in our mind many perplexities. We 
will know if Hitler is sincere in his 
promises to give them the best of 
treatment; we will know if the 
persecution in Germany is strictly 
a “ home” affair; we will discover 
the true temper of the Nazis. All 
this will be an advantage. The 
situation needs some clarification, 
and this may be the means of ob­
taining it. Our athletes have train­
ed hard, and since the games are to 
be held, we may as well be there to 
win coveted prizes.
Completion of Aquinas Hall Culminates 
Twenty Years of Crowded PC History
A s appeared in the 1942 issue 
The red brick walls o f Pro­
vidence College have not shown  
any ivy during the 20 years they 
have been standing. The mellow 
tradition which time builds up is 
lacking at the Smith Hill institu­
tion. Yet the roots of Providence 
College sink deeply into the past.
Student
Riots
A s it appeared in a 1935 edition o f  
the Cowl
Whenever a country is disturb­
ed over any issue, the first to give 
    very visible manifestation of the 
agitation are students. We read last 
week of the riots in Cairo, Egypt, 
mostly of students, and a short 
time ago of demonstrations in 
Rome. And so it has been 
throughout history. A student fired 
the shot that ushered in the World 
War, seminarians in Mexico led the 
revolt against Spain a hundred 
years ago, and there are many 
other examples. We wonder why 
this is. Are campuses that sensitive 
to political irritation, or are the 
riots inspired by an extraneous 
authority? We understand that 
youths are naturally hot-headed, 
yet the truer reason still escapes us. 
It cannot be ascribed merely to the 
fact that youths in college find 
themselves already organized. 
Their breeding and education 
should bend to equalize this. We 
suspect that certain interests “ in­
spire”  the riots, and that the spirit 
o f the college youths is exploited to 
the detriment of the academic 
dignity.
Definitions
A s it appeared in a 1936 edition o f  
the Cow1.
Trot-- what you and the prof 
both use only his is better.
Class-mate-- the fellow who bor­
rows your last blue book.
Honey-- the girl that the other 
fellow brings to the dance.
Seat-- what the fellow behind 
you uses as a foot rest.
Hat-- what the check room boy 
kicks around under the table.
Tip-- that which is not left. 
Evening Gown-- a butterfly net 
with a hole at the top.
Boner-- what everybody else is 
thinking and you say.
M istakes-- an answer that 
doesn’t agree with the prof’s;
Exam-- questions that you never 
heard of.
Joke-- anything that the prof 
says.
Room-mate-- the fellow that 
wears your only white shirt.
Best-girl-- the one you call up at 
8 pm to go to an 8:30 dance.
Toothache-- what you had when 
you were late for an 8 o’clock class.
Money-- what you’ve never got 
when you have a date.
Auto—what never starts on a 
cold morning.
The tradition, if not the history 
of Providence College can be trac­
ed back to the foundation, the 
Order. If Preachers by Saint 
Dominic Guzman in 1216, the same 
tradition that is symbolized by the 
U n i v e r s ity of Peru, the oldest ins 
titution of hjgher learning in the 
world.
Actual plans for the creation of 
Providence College were pro­
mulgated on October 9. 1915, when 
the Most Reverend M atthew .
  H a rk in s , D .D .  fo u n d e r  and
benefactor o f the College, invited 
the Dominican Fathers of the Pro­
vince of St. Joseph to found a new 
college and presented for that pur­
pose a tract o f land and scholar­
ships to the amount of ten thou­
sand dollars. A year later the Very 
Reverend Albert Casey, O.P.,
S.T.L.r., president o f Thomas 
Aquinas College, Columbus, Ohio, 
was assigned to supervise building 
plans for the opening of the new 
college.
Bill was introduced in January 18, 
1917, and unanimously passed by 
the House of Representatives, and 
in the same week by the Senate of 
the State.
After the bill was signed by the 
Governor, making the College a 
corporation, and formal permis­
sion for the conduct o f the College 
was given at the Sacred Congrega­
tion, Rome, Italy, by the Master 
General to the Dominican Fathers 
of the St. Joseph Province. Bishop
An Army Special Training Program (ASTP) dance in December 1943. Civilians were invited.
Letter to Mother Reveals 
Many Old Customs Here
As it appeared in the January 17, 
1936 issue o f  the Cowl.
A strange letter fe ll into the 
hands o f  the greedy Cowl editor the 
other day and to his amazement, it 
revealed to him conditions existing 
in this College o f  which he was ut­
terly unaware-- or perhaps o f  
which he had allowed himself to re­
main oblivious.
In order to waken up the rest o f  
the  studen t body (and the  
authorities) to the true condition, 
the Editor quotes generously from  
this gem o f  letters:
Dear Mom:
Just a line to let you know I’m 
O.K., and am having a good time 
here with Jack. I arrived here on 
Tuesday and went to Jack’s boar­
ding house. The landlady was very 
affable. I found this true of most 
o f the landladies around here. She 
escorted me to Jack’s room where 
Jack was studying for an exam, I
guess. He said he was, but all I
could see him doing was making 
penmarks on his shirt cuffs and 
writing on his hand. I guess he was 
just tired of studying and was scrat­
ching on something like I do when 
I telephone.
We decided to go over to the 
school and look around. I guess 
Jack lives in a poor neighborhood 
because we had to cross the town 
dump before we arrived at the 
school. Jack called the dump some 
funny name, I couldn’t get the drift 
to it but I laughed just the same. 
It sounded like “ This is the camp 
US.”  I couldn’t figure it out. Then 
we went to a place I thought was 
the boiler room because of the 
smoke there, I think Jack called it 
the “ caff” . We bought something 
to eat here. It wasn’t good but it 
did cost much and we had fun. Last 
nite Jack had to study so I went 
over to the school to look around 
alone. I went in the front door and 
heard some noise coming from the
hall below. I went down the stairs 
and saw several fellows in basket-
ball suits. I asked one of the fellows 
seated at the side if the boys always 
practiced at night. He said that it 
wasn’t practice but a game. I
thought it was a joke so I laughed 
and asked him where the spectators 
were. He said that one of them just 
went out for a smoke and the other 
one was over there in the corner 
asleep. I guess he must have been 
studying too hard all day. I laugh­
ed because I thought it was a  joke 
but the fellow got sore with me, I
guess. I can’t figure it all out.
Well, I’m going to the dance to- 
nite Mom. No, I haven’t any money 
but all the fellows skip in so I guess 
I will. You know it’s supposed to 
be “ collegiate"  if you can “ chisel”  
something—Gee! but they have fun 
here at college.
Well good-bye now.
Your loving son 
Don. S., ' 36
building funds, and the first 
meeting of the Providence College 
Corporation was held at his house, 
at which time the Bishop made a 
formal grant o f land.
Construction of the College Hall 
named for the Bishop Harkins, was 
begun in the Spring o f 1917, when 
the Providence College Founders 
Association was organized.
What Do 
You Think?
A s appeared in the March 26, 1941 
issue.
Should the U.S continue aid to 
England even at the risk of war? 
Edwin Kirkman, Sophomore Arts.
No. we shouldn't. This idea of 
going to the aid of Britain to save 
the world for democracy is too 
idealistic. We cannot continue to 
go to Europe every twenty years to 
fight the battle o f democracy. Bri­
tain has had her day and I say let 
the natural course of events take 
their course, let us stay at peace.
Edward C. D uffy, Sophomore 
Arts.
Yes, I favor continued aid to  Bri­
tain but on a more moderate scale 
than is the present policy. History 
proved that in the great war of the 
people in 1914-1918 the U.S. gain­
ed little and lost much. However, 
since the Principles of Christian 
morality are at stake this is reason 
enough for continued aid.
Paul E. Trainor, Sophomore Arts.
Yes, We have taken the all- 
important step now of giving all aid 
to Britain and it would be very im­
prudent to back down now. It is 
evident to all that Britain needs our 
aid and we should give her all we 
can, because it is on England’s side 
and not on that o f Germany that 
we can preserve those things we 
hold dear to us.
John Manning, Junior Philosophy.
Naturally not, but what can we 
do about it? The United States is 
in the war right now in spite of the 
fact that the vast majority of the 
people are very much opposed to 
war. To be sure it is only 
economically speaking that we are 
in this war, but is not hard to see 
we shall soon be in it completely.
John Gibbons, Senior Philosophy.
No. I think that we should 
adhere to the isolationists program 
of America for the Americans 
alone, and the sooner we do this 
the better for all concerned. Let us 
strengthen those o f other nations; 
for by further aid to Britain we are 
losing some o f our best defense 
weapons.
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Providence College students are shown heading for war in Europe in 1944 after completing training.
212 UNION STREET
Drive Opens to 
Construct Outdoor 
Shrine
Fr. McKenna Distributes Ticket 
Books for Mid-winter Festival
Fr. Foley Welcomes Return of "Cowl"
A most hearty welcome to the return of a greatly 
missed part of Providence College life, namely, the Cowl. 
It is with a deep sense of happiness and personal joy that 
we once again see this famous and familiar publication in 
the hands of our student body.
In the past, the Cowl has rendered a great service to 
the College, the student body and the Alumni Association. 
It has on many occasions merited the highest type of praise, 
We feel certain that the present staff, under the seasoned 
experience of their capable moderator, the Reverend William 
J. Dillon, O.P., will perpetuate these splendid traditions.
To the Cowl and its many readers, the very best of 
luck It is indeed good to have you back with us again.
FREDERICK C. FOLEY, O.P.
President
Cowl Reporter Gives Lessons on Dating
Classifies PC Gentlemen as “Social Flops”
A s it appeared in the Feb. 12, 1947 
issue o f  the Cowl.
by Claire Fitzpatrick
Reports have filtered back to the 
front office that the PC gentleman 
is a social flop, and too much of 
a gentleman to mingle in decent 
female society. We of the Cowl will 
freely adm it tha t the word 
gentleman has many definitions 
which are too erudite for our semi-
illiterate staff, but we can tell you 
how to late date with your mate 
without hate. Let us begin the 
lesson.
The first prerequisite o f a 
gentleman is a car. One then can 
not be accused of being a wolf since 
wolves are pedestrians. Fill the car 
with oil and gas and friends with 
various talents, charm, and par­
ticularly cash. Then shove off for 
your date’s home. Remember that 
a gentleman always calls up a 
young lady at least five minutes in 
advance just to let her know that 
she has a date. Upon arriving at her 
door merely ring; do not call for 
the mythical Richard. Usually girls
have families which are difficult to 
control unless preparations are 
made beforehand. First kick the 
dog upon entering the door. This 
is bound to alienate the mother. 
Beware of Husky young brothers. 
Usually the first handshake with 
them results in broken bones. A 
short course in Judo and Indian 
wrestling will oblige them to accept 
you on equal terms, the father is 
always a hopeless case. However he 
will be impressed by your 
gentlemanly behavior if you en­
dorse his favorite baseball club and 
if you do not park ourself in his 
favorite chair.
Always leave the girl’s home 
abruptly-- that is, if she’s ready or 
if you’re bored. Retire bowing 
from the waist, or effecting a slight 
curtsey if you wear a tight pre-war 
suit.
Be careful where you take your 
date, she may not have enough 
money to pay the bill.
It is your problem to be enter­
taining; however never lose that 
poise and dignity that is identified 
with “ Men of Distinction” —keep 
a good grip on that highball glass.
Steer clear o f ravenous inebriates 
and informal singers. It is quite 
permissible however to take the 
tenor spot in a quartet. If  the girl 
wishes to sing, provide some spot 
o f diversion such as accidently 
kicking her in the shins or blowing 
clou ds of cigarette smoke in her 
face.
If  you must dance, do so to 
please your partner. Complaining 
about it does not befit the true 
gentleman. Such subtle methods 
come naturally by the mere process 
of letting your big feet wander at 
will.
And finally, the check! Again 
the gentleman in you must trans­
cend monetary values. At least of­
fer to pay the tip. It is the least you 
can do in more ways than one.
As for the long ride home and 
parking, the Cowl staff knows 
nothing o f the prescribed conduct 
o f gentlemen on these occasions. If
you wish further information on 
this interesting subject, we refer 
you to “ Lord Chesterfield’s Letters 
to  his Idiotic Son”  and 
" N apoleon’s V-Mails to 
Josephine.”
A s it appeared in the December 14, 
1946 issue o f  the Cowl.
Sixty-two Providence College 
men lost their lives in World War 
II, an extremely large number, con­
sidering our size and youth. In 
memory of these men, a drive is be­
ing conducted for the erection of 
a memorial in the form of a huge 
outdoor grotto.
The Rev. Charles H. McKenna, 
O .P ., Chaplain and Director 
General of Extra-Curricular Ac­
tivities, announced today that the 
drive was officially inaugurated 
with the distribution o f chance 
books to members of the student 
body. The drawing of these tickets 
will take place at the annual Mid- 
Winter Carnival, February 7, a pre-
war extravaganza, “ that was un­
surpassed for its gaiety and all 
round good time fun.”
The exact plans for the grotto 
have not been made, but the cost 
will be between twenty and twenty-
  five thousand dollars. Masses and 
Rosary Devotions will be held dur­
ing the month of May and October 
at this outdoor altar. There will be 
two plaques on both sides of the 
Grotto, on which the names of the 
College dead will be inscribed and 
the names of the benefactors.
Fr. McKenna emphasizes that 
the proceeds from the drawing will 
be only a start toward obtaining the 
necessary funds. The College alum­
ni will make voluntary 
contributions.
Students who desire extra tickets 
can obtain them at the Chaplain’s 
Office, adjacent to the rotunda.
Mid-Winter Festival 
The Mid-Winter Festival will be 
staged in Harkins Hall, February 7.
According to the Chaplain, 
“ This affair will be very informal 
and will combine the usual holiday 
atmosphere with the spirit of a 
mardi-gras. The center o f the Hall 
will be reserved for dancing, and 
booths and game stands will be set 
up along the side.
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War Memorial Dedicated
10,000 Witness Solemn Blessing Ceremonies 
Of Shrine Honoring P.C. Alumni War Dead 
Fr. McKenna Lauded For Untiring Efforts
Even the  w eather cooperated w ith  a host of Church d ign i­
taries and  civic leaders and some te n  thousand people to make 
last Sunday 's  dedication of th e  College's G rotto  of O ur L ady of 
th e  Rosary m ost m oving and most im pressive. A fter the previous 
day’s th re a t of rain , the  w arm  sunsh ine  enhanced th e  beauty  of 
the  G ro tto  and  its colorful, ded ica tory  ceremonies.
T he G ro tto  is a m em orial to the  sixty-eight College men 
w ho died in W orld W ar II. I t is also th e  realization of a dream  
by the  Rev. C harles H. M cKenna, College Chaplain, who had sug­
gested th e  G ro tto  and had headed the  w ork of translating  the 
d ream  in to  a beau tifu l, outdoor shrine.
The Very Rev. Robert J. S lav in . O.P., P residen t of the  College, 
gave h is gree tings to the  audience and paid tr ib u te  to Fa the r  Mc­
K enna 's un tir ing  efforts to m ake his d ream  of th e  G ro tto  a reality .
Tense Drama Seen at 
Demise of Friar Boy
Father McKenna led a recitation 
o f the Rosary. The sermon of 
dedication was given by the Very 
Rev. Harold C. Boyd, O .P., P.G., 
head of the Eastern Dominican 
Band.
The Most Rev. Emmanuel 
Suarez, O .P ., S.T.M ., J.U .D .,
L.L.D., master general o f the 
Order of Preachers of Rome, Ita­
ly, blessed the memorial. Father 
Suarez was attended by the Most 
Rev. Paul Skehan , O.P., S.T.M., 
procurator general of the Order, 
and the Most Rev. Timothy A. 
Sparks, O.P., S.T.M., socius, both 
of Rome and both College alumni.
The Very Rev. Terence S. 
McDermott, O.P., S. T.Lr., LLD.,
provincial of the Dominican pro­
vince of St. Joseph and president 
o f the College corporation, oc­
cupied a place of honor during the 
exercises.
The Rt. Rev. Msgr. Peter E. 
Blessing, D .D ., V.G ., ad ­
ministrator o f the Diocese of Pro­
vidence, was on the platform dur­
ing the ceremonies.
Among those present during the 
dedication were: Members of the 
families of the war dead; civic 
leaders, headed by Gov. John O . 
Pastore: representatives of the. 
governm ents of Providence, 
Pawtucket and Central Falls, head­
ed by Mayors Dennis J. Roberts, 
Ambrose P. McCoy, and Robert J. 
Connelly: priests, students and 
friends of the College.
Immediately after the blessing of 
the G rotto. Father Suarez, master 
general o f the Order, was driven 
with a police escort to Hillsgrove 
Airport where he boarded a New 
York plane. He left last Monday 
for Spain, ending a four-month 
visit to Dominican institutions in 
this country.
Mrs. J. Frederick Murphy was 
chairman of the hostesses who 
served at a reception on Aquinas
Hall terrace after the exercises. Her 
assistant was Mrs. John Duffy.
From two huge tents on the ter­
race, the hostesses served coffee,
cake and ice cream to those o f the
large audience. Music was by the 
College Glee Club, directed by the 
Rev. Leo S. Cannon, O.P. The 
food, the music and the smiling 
crowd at the reception lent an air 
o f exuberant reunion to the affair.
The Grotto, described as the 
largest shrine of its kind in the 
country, was started last fall. Built 
o f flagstone and fieldstone, it is 
topped by statues of white, Carara 
marble in a niche centered in the 
arch of the Grotto. The statues 
were carved in Italy and given to 
the College by Theodore V. Galass.
It is estimated that $100,000. 
went into the construction of the 
Grotto up to the dedication. An ad­
ditional $50,000 will be required to 
complete a shrine.
According to Father McKenna, 
every Mass and every devotion held 
in the Grotto, which is to become 
a center of College religious expres­
sion, will honor the deadd and the 
benefactors who have made the 
project possible.
The altar appointments of 
massive bronze in keeping with the 
size of the shrine, have been design­
ed to withstand their exposure to 
weather. Other furnishings and the 
organ have been chosen with 
weather factors in mind, and the 
housing of the Blessed Sacrament 
has been arranged for removal in­
doors during seasons when the 
Grotto cannot be used.
When the shrine is finished, 
honor roll tablets, o f black marble 
bearing the names of those College 
men who died in the last war will 
be installed. Similar tablets, listing 
the names of those who have con­
tributed to the monument will be 
placed around the grotto.
A s appeared in the Oct. 18, 1950 
issue.
Last week flags on the campus 
figuratively flew at half mast and 
the entire College mourned the loss 
of one who, for more than twelve 
years was one of the more popular 
figures on the campus scene.
Friar Boy III, official College 
mascot, since 1938, died last Thurs­
day, Columbus Day, reportedly 
from an unsuccessful struggle with 
a bone which lodged in his 
esophagus. He was 12 years and 5 
months old.
This week it was announced that 
Friar Boy IV, having successfully 
passed the obstacle course with his 
lamented predecessor, would carry 
on the tradition as mascot o f the 
College.
According to eye-witness 
reports. Friar Boy of late memory, 
was contentedly munching a tasty 
bone Thursday, when an oversiz­
ed portion went to port when it 
should have gone aft.
Friar Boy gagged and solicitous 
Fathers leaped to the rescue. 
Furious pounding failed to 
disgorge the bone and the aged 
animal keeled over in a comatose 
condition, failing even to recognize 
his official master, the Rev. Ed­
ward H. Schmidt, O.P.
It was apparent then that Friar 
Boy had not long to live, so a hur­
ried call went out for firearms with 
which to end his agony. First on the 
scene, as always in an emergency, 
was Charlie Devron, the campus 
cop.
Charlie quickly surveyed the 
scene with a professional eye, and, 
with a tear dripping from the other, 
slowly drew his pistol, took careful 
aim, winced once, and squeezed the 
trigger. Nothing happened. It was 
a wet day and Charlie’s powder 
was likewise.
Friar Boy, who by this time was 
somewhat recovered from his 
coma, was rather nonplussed by 
this confused state of affairs. Rais­
ing with great effort, his eloquent 
eyes in sad adieu to those assembl­
ed, he quietly passed on.
Said a witness of the dramatic 
scene, "When Friar Boy tried 
disgorging the bone, he probably 
ruptured his intestines. But he was 
unconscious most o f the time and 
was really in agony about seven 
minutes.
A gift o f the Friars Club, Friar 
Boy III quickly adapted himself to 
life on the campus. A devoted foot­
ball fan, he delighted the spectators 
at every game by marching with the 
band between halves. A devotee of 
extra-curricular activities, he came 
to most of the dances and appeared 
at all the Friar Formals attired in 
his natty regalia. He loved top hats 
and canes.
On at least four different occa­
sions he was the object of a heated
pregame search by the ram-rooters 
of Rhode Island State College, who 
incidentally, never met with success 
for our Friar Boy was a wiley dog 
and not one to be taken in easily 
by South County scoundrels.
In his younger days, Friar Boy 
got the greatest kick out o f being 
chased and caught by the Fathers. 
Inevitably he tired the Fathers first, 
but, as he was wont to remark, “ At 
least I supplied them with some 
exercise."
He was not without bravery, 
either. During the war, it was 
recalled, the Rev. Loe E . Schnell, 
O .P., was alone when a  yegg forc­
ed his way inside. The courageous 
animal sped down the stairs like a 
shot and completely routed the 
thief single-pawed.
Faithful too, he was. Once when 
Father Schmidt was injured in an 
accident, neither priest nor atten- 
dent could touch the professor of 
German until Father Schmidt came 
along and told Friar Boy it was all 
right.
As the years rolled on Friar Boy 
developed a heart condition which 
slowed his step and made it dif­
ficult for him to climb stairs. But 
his brain remained alert, for in no 
time he caught on to the elevators,
thus conserving precious energy.
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Tuition Raised $20 
a Semester
Room, Board Increased 
$50 For The Year
A s it appeared in the May 2, 1951 
issue o f  the Cowl.
Providence College will raise the 
charges Tor tuition, and room and 
board next September it was an­
nounced by the Very Rev. Robert 
J. Slavin O.P. president, last night.
Father Slavin said that it was 
found necessary to increase the 
rates but that the increases hafl 
been kept to  a necessary 
minimum.“ Even with these in­
creases,” he pointed out, “ P.C. is
relatively lower in rates than other 
colleges in New England."
Tuition will be increased $20 the 
semester to $195; room and board 
will be increased $25 the semester 
to $300. The general fee required 
of all students remains $25 the 
semester; the laboratory fees for 
scientific courses remain the same, 
$15 per laboratory the semester.
The basic tuition and fees for the 
year will be $400, the tuition in 
science courses approximately 
$500. The room and board will be 
$600 for the year. The 1951 Glee Club rehearsing for an upcoming broadcast.
Timetable of World Events
1945-1946
♦Yalta Conference is held bet­
ween C hurchill, Stalin and 
Roosevelt.
•Roosevelt is re-elected as Presi­
dent for a fourth time.
•World War Two come to an 
end.
•Hitler dies.
•Mussolini dies.
•Roosevelt dies.
•Evelyn Waugh writes 
Brideshead Revisited.
•The first Atomic bomb is 
detonated.
•Herman Hesse wins the Nobel 
prize for Literature.
•W.C. Fields dies.
*“ Zip-a-dee-doo-dah”  is a 
popular song of the day.
1947-1948
•Gandi is assasinated
*The Diary o f  Anne Frank is 
published.
•Harry Truman is the new U.S. 
President.
•Lawrence Olivier wins an 
Academy Award for his perfor­
mance in the film Hamlet.
• “ All 1 Want For Christmas is 
My Two Front Teeth,” is a popular
song of the day.
•Ferdinand Porsche builds the 
“ Porshe 356”  car.
•Babe Ruth dies.
1949-1950
•Arthur Miller wins a Pulitzer 
Prize for his drama, Death o f  a 
Salesman.
•Rodger’s and Hammerstein 
write their musical play.Sout/i 
Pacific.
•Apartheid program is establish­
ed in South Africa.
• “ Rudolph the Red Nose 
Reindeer” and “ Diamonds are a 
Girls Best Freind”  are popular 
songs of the times.
•Senator Joe McCarthy says the 
State Department is riddled with 
communists.
•U.S. enters the Korean War 
after North Korea invades South 
Korea.
•Ray Bradburg writes The Mar­
tian Chronicles.
•George Bernard show dies.
•Pope Pius XII proclaims the 
dogma of the bodily assumption of 
the Virgin Mary.
•World population is approx­
imately 2.3 billion.
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1945-1955
*A popular film  is A Streetcar 
Named Desire starring Brando.
•Rodgers and Hammerstein 
write the musical play, The King 
and I.
•Color Television is introduced 
in the U.S.
•Hemingway wins the Pulitzer 
Prize for his novel, The Old Man 
and the Sea.
•Renhold Niebuhr writes Christ 
and Culture.
•Gary Cooper and Grace Kelly 
star in the film High Noon.
*“ I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa 
Claus”  is a popular song of the 
day.
•Rocky Marciano wins the 
World Heavy Weight Boxing 
Championship for “ Jersey”  Joe 
Walcott.
•Christian Dior gains influence 
in Paris culture.
1953-1954
•Eisenhower inaugurated as 
president.
•Queen Elizabeth II is crowned 
in England.
•A rthur Miller writes, The 
Crucible.
•USSR explodes a hydrogen 
bomb.
•Maureen Connolly wins the 
Tennis Grand Slam for the United 
States.
•Jim  Thorpe dies.
• “ Doggie in the Window”  is a 
popular song.
•Willaim Golding writes, Lord 
o f  the Flies.
•Pope Pius X is proclaimed a 
Saint by Pope Pius XII.
•Enrico Fermi dies.
•Dr. Jonas Salk develops an an- 
tipolio serum.
1955-1956
•Albert Einstein dies.
•"Rock Around the Clock”  is a 
popular song of the day.
•Martin Luther King emerger as 
a leader o f cam paign for 
desegregation.
•Fidel Castro lands in Cuba.
*My Fair Lady is a hit musical 
written by Alan Jay Lerner and 
Fredrick Lowe
• Elvis Presley gains in 
popularity.
•Rocky Marciano retires as box­
ings only undefeated heavy weight 
champion.
Donnelly Hall, pictured above, as it appeared in the 1950's. It was located 
at the road leading to McVinney Hall and while Slavin was being constructed 
it became a temporary student union building. Shortly after Slavin was built, 
Donnelly Hall was torn down.
What Do you Think?
A s it appeared in the October 29, 
1947 issue o f  the Cowl.
QUESTION: In recent months, 
women’s skirts have suddenly 
become much longer. What is your 
opinion on the "new American 
look?”
ANSWERS
Joseph Kerrins: "It depends on 
the girl; some need long skirts, 
others don’t. 1 approve of them.” 
Vincent Hughes: “ Long skirts 
are abominable; they are a deficit, 
not an asset. My girl doesn’t wear 
them, I’d leave her if she did.” 
John Arzoomanian: “ The 
shorter the better.”
Everett Carmody: “ 1 do not ap­
prove of long skirts at all. I think 
it’s just a plan of the fashion ex­
perts to boost sales by literally for­
cing women to  buy longer skirts in 
order to be in style, and what 
woman doesn’t want to be in 
style.”
Harry Carlin: “ Women interest me 
so little that it doesn’t matter 
whether they are long or short. 
That’s the long and short o f it.” 
Martin Goldshine: “ I can’t see 
the dimples in their knees.” 
Francis J. O’Brien, Jr.: “ Ah’m
agin em, ah reckon.”
Stephen Walsh: “ I don’t think 
that American women should cater 
to a few demented fashion experts 
as American women have always 
been known for their initiative.” 
Leo Donohue: “ Go away, don’t 
bother me,”
Claudio O. Mendozzi: “ In my
humble opinion, the longer skirts 
are extremely opprobrious. Any 
female who wears a long skirt 
should be regarded with contempt 
and should be punished by having 
the hair on her hea<i shaved to the 
scalp. I wouldn’t be seen with a 
female in a long skirt; I abhor long 
skirts.”
Estorre Rosati: “ I’d rather have 
them the old way.”
Lawrence Paul: “ I cannot 
answer this question.”
John Favicchio: “ 1 don’t mind 
long skirts as long as they are red.” 
Joseph R. Flynn: “ I do not claim 
to be a connoisseur on women’s 
fashions, but, from my sense of 
sight alone, I have formed this opi­
nion: The extended hem-line adds 
little, if any, chickness to the ap­
pearance of the tall slender girl; 
and it is definitely an eye sore upon 
the short girl—stout or slim.”
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER 
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE I
Dorm Meals Are Wholesome 
But Waiters Are Inexperienced
Beanie Inspired
This is the College of Providence.
This is the lair o f Friars.
This is the place where “ spirit”
Is often extracted with pliers.
This was the place a few years ago.
Where the “ vets”  came back ' mid the winter snow
Fresh from Korea and Tokio.
(Everyone knew-- you couldn’t help know!)
They rushed the Rotunda ' n shouted “ We’re here!”
And waited in vain for a faculty cheer.
But they found out, in a couple of days 
The faculty wasn’t so lavish with praise.
At night they’d open the top bureau drawer 
' n weep in anguish at the sight that they saw;
The colorful ribbons were coated with dust;
The glorious medals were eaten by rust.
When it finally dawned that the past was gone 
They devoted their best to “ carry-on.”
They forgot the barracks and mess-kit gear 
But they always remembered “ Don’t volunteer.”
So, they don’t volunteer 
(Except for a few)
Oh, freshmen, please say it’s
Different with you! I  Kono Klast, ' 56
Should There Be Cuts?
Many students have become 
quite disgusted with the type of 
meals which are served at PC to the 
dorm students. There should be no 
cause for such disgruntlement. It 
should be realized that there is a 
tremendous am ount of work 
employed by the cooks in the 
preparation of a meal for 600 
students, but this factor is not 
taken into consideration.
PC prepares well-balanced 
meals, but there are always a few 
who think that that which is 
balanced is disagreeable.
It is true that everyone cannot be 
pleased and thus some will always 
condemn PC meals. This is unjust 
because the status of meals depends 
on personal taste. The fact that a 
few students dislike a certain meal, 
this doesn’t merit a  statement that 
all PC food is disagreeable. There 
are meals which some like and
On the Providence College scene 
during the decade 1955-65, many 
new buildings were constructed: 
Alumni Hall (1955), Raymond Hall 
(1958), Guzman Hall (1958), and 
both Meagher and McDermott 
Halls (1965). Providence College 
was still an all-male institution. 
However, dances, proms, military 
balls, and socials provided PC men 
with the opportunity to mix and 
mingle with “ co-eds” . Sports func­
tions such as the up-and-coming 
basketball and hockey teams enabl­
ed the PC student to rally for the 
successful “ Friars” . Various clubs 
also enabled the PC student to get 
involved with his campus. Among 
the most popular were the Pro­
vidence Club, Kent Country Club, 
Friars Club, Carolan Club and in 
1958 the newly-formed "Big 
Brothers” Club.
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others despise. To each his own.
It is a tremendous effort to 
prepare meals for 600. Naturally, 
we’re not going to get food that is 
served in a restaurant. But what we 
do get is well-balanced and as much 
as some disagree, very nutritive. I
dare say that there are no cases on 
record of any student having died 
due to food poisoning.
The only consistently good food 
which draws no complaint is PC’s 
desserts which I admit are very 
good and desirable.
One phase of the meals which 
does deserve ill-will is the manner 
in which they are served. From the 
moment we sit down, until we have 
finished our food, we are rushed no 
end. Waiters in dirty jackets (sup­
posedly white) pace around the 
table anxiously awaiting to pluck 
the food containers from under our 
eyes. With a sharp inquiry of “ Any
Freshmen were obligated to wear 
beanies and blazers were worn by 
all classes.
On Dec. 2, 1955, PC saw the in­
auguration of Alumni Hall and its 
newly-formed basketball team, 
under the coaching o f Joe 
Mullaney, play against Brown in its 
first college game winning a stun­
ning victory, 71-55. This game 
ushered a new sports era for PC. 
This weekend was also PC’s first 
homecoming weekend.
Father Slavin served as President 
o f the College until his death in 
1961. Father Dore was then ap­
pointed acting president.
Famous alumni from this period 
include John Thompson ('64), Len­
ny Wilkens ( '60) and Ray Flynn 
( '59).
more potatoes?” they take the dish 
away and soon they’re back again 
ready to take something else.
The manner in which they do 
take away food is very sloppy in­
deed. Many is the time when 
students have left the dining halls 
with evidence of the effects o f a 
sloppy waiter. Spaghetti spots on 
a jacket are much too often 
witnessed, and also other food 
spots on clothing are seen often.
Perhaps a course in gentleness 
and neatness should be a prere­
quisite for waiters. A course in 
manners would do no harm, either. 
Many waiters are sarcastic or 
grumpy when you seek something 
from them. What do they think 
their job is?
It would greatly add to the at­
mosphere of the dining hall if those 
who served the meals were pleasant 
and obliging. Waitress, anyone?
1955-65
The second meeting of the Pro­
vidence College Flying Club, “ Fly­
ing Friars”  will be held this even­
ing in room 113, Harkins Hall, at 
7 p.m . All Freshmen and new 
members will be welcomed at this 
meeting.
The club purchased a plane at 
the end of the last scholastic year 
and several o f the students have 
already begun instructions leading 
to private pilots licenses.
The club officers urge anyone in­
terested in joining this club to do 
so early while flying weather is still 
good.
“ 1
Joe Lyons '59: “ Every student 
should be given three cuts which no 
way would affect his mark. Every 
consequent cut thereafter could be 
used by the professor as a measur­
ing stick in determining the stu­
dent's interest in the subject itself, 
and the student’s concern for his 
mark. In other words, leave it up 
to the discretion of the student as 
to whether he wishes to maintain 
his mark or forfeit a percentage of 
it by continuing to cut after his en­
titled three cuts.”
Anonymous: “ Just from a con- 
sde ration of the results of the 
unlimited cut program at other col­
leges, notably the University of
Connecticut a tew years ago, the 
unlimited system does not seem 
feasible. But, considering that col­
lege students are supposed to be 
regarded as mature men they 
should attend a class. If a student 
can pass, even receive a good grade 
in a subject without attending 
classes, then why should he have to 
attend those classes?
"After graduation the present 
students will have to decide on their 
own as to their attendance. I f  then, 
why not now. We are supposed to 
be preparing for future careers. 
What kind o f preparation is gain­
ed from being subjected to high 
school rules or regulations.”
Changes at PC —
I A PURE WHITE MODERN FILTER
I /S ONLY THE BEGINNING OF A WINSTON
I
L ________________________________
Its what's up front that counts
WINSTON TASTES
GOOD LIK E A  CIGARETTE SHOULD l
W inston  puts its
FILTER-BLEND
up fro n t...fin e , flavorful 
tobaccos, specially processed 
for filter smoking
P. C. M E N
Visit A Real Tobacco Shop
Best Line of Domestic 
and London Pipes
ALL KINDS OF LIGHTERS
I-AY A W A Y  I’l.AN FO R XM AS
ARCADE 
TOBACCO SHOP
Westminster Street
O pp . In d u s tr ia l  T ru s t B ank
WE REPAIR ALL PIPES
D ivision S tandings
D ivision 1 D ivisi n II
Won Lost p rov idence 5 II
M arauders 1 S r. A rts 3 1
Amoeba* 1 C ranston 2 2
Soph A rts -  M ighty 7 I 2
Ju n io r  A rls 2 G uzm an II 5
S en io r Chem . . 2  G re a te r  Boston II I
Ju n io r  A rts  . . 3 3
B ack Bay ................... 5
Friars Take ECC Title 
Then Defeat Brown
As it appeared in the November 7, 
1951 issue o f  the Cowl.
Providence’s harriers ended their 
undefeated dual meet season last 
Monday, by romping to a  20 to 40 
victory over Brown, on the East 
Side. Brown’s Walt Molineux 
covered the four-mile course in the 
winning time of 19:30 minutes.
Early in the race, P .C .’s “ Pop” 
Johnson set the pace but he was 
soon overtaken by Walt Molineux. 
Johnson was running close on 
Molineux’s heels throughout the 
entire race but he was unable to 
catch him. Before Brown was able 
to place another man, the Friars 
had taken the next six positions. 
Johnson was followed by Dick Lee 
(3), Chris Lohner (4), Bill Horridge 
(5), Bill Newman (6), Bill Hennigan 
(7). Herb Waters placed eleventh.
This was the Coatesmen’s 
seventh straight dual meet win over 
a two-year span and completed the 
dual meet season for the Friars. By 
beating Brown, Providence was 
able to win the state title. Earlier 
in the season the Friars downed 
Rhode Island here at Hendricken 
Field.
Previous to the win over Brown.
the Coatesmen, last week, were 
able to gain their first leg on the 
Bishop McVinney Trophy. This
trophy is given every year to the 
winner of the E.C.I.A.C., until one 
team is able to retire it by obtain­
ing three victories. Providence’s 
Chris Lohner took individual 
laurels by leading the pack over the 
Franklin Park course in 23:11
minutes.
The race was run under condi­
tions of rain, wind, and sleet which 
should have had all sensible people 
at home, but the weather hardly 
bothered the Friars, who played six 
men in the first ten, as they trium­
phed over Seton Hall, Iona, and Le 
Moyne.
Lohner who proved to be more 
o f a frogman than the others was 
ahead all the way but it was far 
from an easy victory as he was 
pressed by "R ed”  Short o f Seton 
Hall from the start. This was 
Lohner’s best effort to date, but 
winning an E.C.I.A.C. title is 
nothing new to Lohner, who cap­
tured last year’s freshmen title. (It 
was discontinued this year because 
of the freshmen eligibility.)
Dick Lee was the next Pro­
vidence entry to finish as he ended 
up fifth. Following Lee were Bill 
Newman (6), Bill Horridge (7), Bill 
Hennigan (9), Dick Johnson (10), 
and Herb Waters (13). This was an 
exceptionally fine showing by the 
Friars’ squad.
Informal Hockey Team 
To Represent College
Sextet to Play 
In Local League 
At R .I. Arena
A s it appeared in the November 14, 
1951 issue o f  the Cowl.
The Rev. Aloysius B. Begley, 
O.P., announced today that the ad­
ministration of Providence College 
has given approval to the athletic 
department to start a hockey team 
on an informal basis this year.
The Friars will play their home 
games at the Rhode Island 
Auditorium as a member of the 
Rhode Island Amateur Hockey 
League.
The first league game will be held 
on Friday evening, November 16. 
Providence will officially open its 
season with a game on Saturday
evening, November 24.
All the games will be played 
nights a t the Rhode Island 
Auditorium, North Main Street in 
Providence. Each team in the 
league will play 14 games. Other 
teams in the league will have 
players from Burrillville, Bryant, 
University of RI, and Scituate. 
Tickets for these games may be 
purchased in the Athletic Associa­
tion office, Harkins Hall.
Lou Cimini, coach o f hockey at 
LaSalle Academy of Providence,
will assist in the formation of the 
team and at the fi rst practice ses­
sions. The first practice for the 
Friars will take place on November 
16 at 6:30 am. Other practice ses­
sions will be held Thanksgiving 
Day at 8:00 am, and on Friday, 
November 23, at 6:30 am. All prac­
tices will be held at the RI 
Auditorium.
Because approximately seventy 
men have shown interest in the ice 
sport there will be a cut after the 
second session as the team’s com­
pliment will be limited to 14 men.
Leading names of potential can­
didates for the team include many 
former high school, prep school 
and amateur hockey league stars 
from Rhode Island, Massachusetts, 
Connecticut, and Maine. Standout 
entries received thus far include 
Tom Farrelly, John Patri, Don 
Nedy, Bill Bunting, Bill Keenan, 
Howie McGuiness, George Dur- 
chame, Tom M cAleer, Joe 
McAleer, Ed Penearski, Dick 
Reshisky, Jim W hite, Len 
Gilheany, Bob Petit, and Tom 
Army.
j i u l i i T t r T  (ompuftitl
RHODE ISLANDS LARGEST STORE 
PROVIDENCE
Where Well Dressed Men and 
Young Men Buy Their Clothes
J. Paul Sliced)* Switched to Wildrool Cream-Oil 
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test
G .I. 's eating dinner at Aquinas Cafeteria.
"Rocky" to Appear At Forum
A s it appeared in the Oct. 15, 1952 
issue o f  the Cowl.
by Claire Fitzpatrick
Rocco Marchegiano, more com­
monly known as heavyweight 
champion of the world “ Rocky” 
Marciano, will be the panel guest 
on next Monday’s sports forum. 
The meeting will take place in 
Harkins Hall Auditorium and will 
start promptly at 7:45. Two hun­
dred student tickets will be 
available starting today at the of­
fice of Adult Education.
“ Rocky” , who recently lifted the 
heavyweight crown from Joe 
Walcott with one mighty blow, will 
be in town to referee one of the 
bouts at the Arena, and thus the 
early hour for the forum.
Marciano was named athlete of 
the year in the Hickok poll, results 
o f which were announced Sunday. 
He received 91 out o f 99 first place 
votes in this poll, therefore achiev­
ing the distinction of receiving an 
almost unanimous vote.
Charles Reynolds, a Providence
THE PERFECT SHIRT
18 Cents Each
Jiirih
906 SM ITH S TR E E T —  Corner River Avenue
College graduate, will be chairman 
of the forum. Mr. Reynolds is past 
president o f the Rhode Island Box­
ing Commission and a past presi­
dent o f the National Boxing 
Commission.
Also on the panel will be Mike 
Thomas, sports writer for the Pro­
vidence Journal-Bulletin, and Pete 
Louthis, a member o f the Athletic 
department and a former profes­
sional boxer.
The Rev. Aloysuis Begley, O .P., 
will act a moderator on the panel.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
fj WALSHS I
| \SHOW BAR!
;j; j  681 VALLEY ST. ♦
$ ♦ "A  PLACE TO  KILL ♦ 
$ ♦ THOSE EXTRA HOURS" ♦
i  J  BUDWEISER ON TAP \  
• • • ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Here’s the run down .
E n te r ta in m e n t  n ig h t ly  fo r  y o u  a n d  y o u r  la d \  fa ir  
in  th e  T e r r a c e  R o o m . P a r is  in  P ro v id e n c e .  I t 's  
th e  C r o w n 's  n e w  lo u n g e !
Norman loach.r, Mj-
NOW ...Scientific Evidence on Effects
of Smoking!
First and Only Premium Quality Cigarette in Both 
Regular and King-Size - f ~' —  *•*’ n m.... .
CONTAINS TOBACCOS OF BETTER QUALITY AND HIGHER 
PRICE THAN ANY OTHER KING-SIZE CIGARETTE
A m e d i c a l  s p e c i a l i s t  is making regular bi­monthly examinations of a group of people 
from various walks of life. 45 percent of this 
group have smoked Chesterfield for an average 
of over ten years.
After ten months, the medical specialist reports 
that he observed. ..
no adverse effects on the nose, throat and 
sinuses o f  the group from smoking Chesterfield.
MUCHMILDER
CHESTERFIELD
IS BEST FOR YOU
1953 commencement in front of Aquinas Hall.
W w F m *.EXT- R rr 11
A view of Alumni Hall before Slavin Center was constructed. The doors shown here are now the en­
trance to Alumni Cafeteria in Slavin Center.
G RO U N D  BROKEN FOR NEW  DORM
A s  appeared in the A pril 16, 1958 
issue.
The Very Rev. Robert J . Slavin, 
O .P ., president o f Providence Col­
lege, recently signed contracts and 
broke ground for im mediate con­
struction o f  a  new dining hall and 
dorm itory  to be com pleted next 
year at a  cost ,  com pleted and fur­
nished, o f 1,300,00. Donatelli C on­
struction will be the builders; 
Joseph M. M osher and Son are the 
architects. The building will be 
financed through the Rhode Island 
Hospital Trust Co.
The dining hall, which will seat 
1000 students and will be the first 
com pletely air-conditioned dining 
hall in a New England college, oc­
cupies the center o f  the first floor. 
Rising U-shaped a round it are three 
floors o f  dorm itory  room s which 
will provide com plete facilities for 
200 students, six prefects and an in­
firm ary for ten.
It will be located adjacent to  the 
buildings Providence College pu r­
chased from  the Sisters o f the 
G ood Shepherd and will face 
southw esterly  tow ard  A quinas 
Hall.
Multi-Story Building
The site is such that the building 
will be fou r stories above the 
ground in the front and  six stories 
in the rear.
At the m ain entrance is a large 
foyer, 25 by 100 feet, also air- 
conditioned and  equipped with 
lounges and coat rooms, and which 
will be available for social func­
tions in connection with the dinn­
ing room . A  snack bar and  lounge
is provided for student activities, 
dances and recreation. The student 
room s will be o f varying sizes, 
designed for occupancy by from  1
to  3 persons. The rooms have built 
in w ardrobes, p laster walls, vinyl 
tile floors and  acoustical tile ceil­
ings. W indows are alum inum , 
h o riz o n ta l g lid ing  ty p e , and  
measure 8 feet in length by 4 in 
height.
The exterior construction will be 
brick with limestone trim  and doors 
and  frames o f  aluminum. Terraces 
will be flagstone with stone walls. 
The foyer will have a terrazzo 
floor, m arble walls and acoustical 
ceiling. The m ain dining room  will 
be p a n e lle d  w ith  H o n d u ra s  
m ah o g an y  and  w a ln u t. T he 
students’ lounge will be panelled 
with oak.
Efficiency, Economy Cited
The kitchen will have the tile 
walls and floors, with insulated 
metal panel ceiling and will be p ro­
vided with the latest equipment for 
efficiency and economy o f service.
The building will be connected to 
the central boiler system and  will 
be heated with wall to  w all radia­
tion. A ir conditioning will be ac­
com plished by central units and 
ducts which will also provide heat 
as well as ventilation for the d in ­
ing hall.
Lighting will be furnished by 
recessed incandescent fixtures. A 
sound system is provided in the 
dining hall and  the building will 
have a complete clock, program  
and fire alarm  system.
The sub-basement and basement
contain storage and  locker rooms 
and  transform er vault. Also in the 
basem en t is a large kitchen  
storeroom , a butcher shop, bake 
shop and  vegetable preparation 
a re a ,  to g e th e r  w ith  bu ilt-in  
refrigerators and freezers. The stu­
dent lounge and  snack bar are 
located in the basement above 
street level.
Contains 994 ,187 Cubic Feet
The dining hall, private dining 
room , foyer and kitchen are on the 
first floor and contained in an area 
o f 185 feet by 102 feet. The entire 
building contains 994,187 cubic 
feet.
Dormitory room s are located on 
the second, third and fourth floors, 
with each floor identical except for 
the infirmary on the second floor.
Bedrooms for three students are 
15 by 20 feet; two-student rooms 
are 15 by 14 1/2 feet and individual 
rooms are  9 by 15 feet. The infir­
mary is 15 by 60 feet. Two m ulti-
shower and lavatory room s are 
provided  for each floo r and 
measure 26 by 15 feet.
Scheduled for 1959 Use
It is expected that construction 
will be com pleted by next Spring 
and the building will be in full ser­
vice with the opening o f the 
academic year in the Fall o f  1959.
All resident students at the C ol­
lege will be accom m odated in the 
new hall a t a  single sitting for each 
meal. At present some 650 resident 
studen ts eat in sh ifts  in the 
250-capacity dining hall o f Aquinas 
Hall. This dining room will be con­
verted to additional student lounge
area when the new building is ready 
for use.
NEW DINING HALL DORMITORY 
FOR
P R O V ID E N C E  C O L L E G E
Timetable o f  W orld Events 1957-1966
1957-1958
* Senator Joe  M cCarthy dies.
*D r. Seuss makes it big with The 
Cat in the H at.
* The Bridge on the R iver K wai 
is a popular film o f  the day.
* USSR launches Sputnik 1 and 
11 the first earth  satellites.
* West Side Story  written by 
Leanard Bernstein is a popular 
musical.
* Bobby Fisher, 13 years old, 
em erges as the W orld Chess 
Cham pion.
* A laska becomes the 49th State 
in the U.S.
* P ope John  X X III is elected.
* T he ch ip m u n k  so n g  was 
popular in the day.
1959-1960
* Fedel C astro becomes premier 
o f Cuba.
* Hawaii becomes the 50th State 
o f the U.S.
♦Pope John  XXIII calls the first 
Ecumenical C ouncil since 1870.
*Ben H ur  is a  popular film o f the 
time.
* Jack Nicklaus wins U.S G olf 
A sso c ia tio n  A m ateu r
Cham pionship.
* Brezhenv becomes president o f 
the USSR.
* H istorical TV debates between 
John  F. Kennedy and  R ichard M. 
Nixon.
* Robert Bolt writes A  M an For
A ll  Seasons.
* C lark Gable dies.
* Oscar H ammerstein dies.
♦M ontreal C anadians win their 
fifth consecutive Stanley Cup.
1961-1962
* John  F. Kennedy is inaugurated 
th e  U n ite d  S ta te s  youngest 
President.
* "Bay o f Pigs”  mission fails.
* Berlin W all is constructed.
* Joseph Heller writes Catch 22.
* New English Bible appears on 
350th anniversary o f  authorized 
version.
* G art Cooper dies.
* "Exodus” is a popular song.
* Alan Shepard makes the first 
U.S. space flight.
♦Ty C obb dies.
* C uban missile crisis.
* John  Steinbeck wins the Nobel 
Prize for literature.
* A lexander Solzhenitsyn writes 
O ne D ay in the L ife  o f  Ivan 
Denisovich.
♦Rod Laver wins the Grand 
Slam  o f Tennis.
* Marilyn M onroe dies.
* Cleopatra  is a popu la r film of 
the time starring Elizabeth Taylor.
* "Blow in ' in the W ind”  is a 
popular song o f  the time.
* Crick W ilkins and W atson 
determ ine the m olecular structure 
o f DNA.
1963-1964
* C ard ina l M ontin i becomes 
Pope P ius VI.
* "Those Lazy, H uzy, Crazy, 
Days o f Sum m er”  is a popular 
song o f  the day.
♦John F. Kennedy is assassinated 
by Lee H arvey O sw ald.
*“ D r. Strangelove”  is a popular 
film starring Peter Sellers.
♦M artin Luther King wins the 
Nobel Peace Prize.
* H a ro ld  P in te r  w rites  the 
H om ecom ing.
♦ P ope  P au l VI m akes a 
pilgrimage to the Holy Land.
* Mary Poppins is a  popular film 
o f the time.
♦Jerry H erm an’s Hello D olly  is 
a hit musical comedy.
* Jerry Brock writes Fiddler on 
the  R o o f  a musical play.
* C assiu s C lay  wins W orld  
H eavyw eigh t Boxing
Cham pionship.
1965-1966
♦W inston Churchill dies.
* "H elp”  by the Beatles is a 
popular song o f  the times.
♦Peter S haffer writes Black 
Comedy.
* Roman Catholic Bishops rule 
that U.S. Catholics need no longer 
abstain from eating meat on Fri­
day’s except during Lent.
♦Color TV becomes popular.
♦New York Herald T ribune 
ceases publication.
* W alt Disney dies.
Campus News Briefs
Glee Club
The Glee C lub and the ROTC 
Band will sponsor a dance at 
H arkins Auditorium o f Friday, 
N ov. 7, at 8pm. M usic will be pro ­
vided by the Swinging Friars under 
the direction o f  John  Turricci.
Friday Night Dance
A freshman student was expell­
ed from the Friday night dance of 
Oct. 31 sponsored by the freshman 
class.
Student Congress President Art 
Boucher said tha t the student was 
ejected “ because o f  ungentleman- 
ly conduct and  dress.”  Boucher 
pointed out that it has been the 
policy o f the Congress to  eject from 
the school affairs anyone who 
would bring d ishonor and  disgrace 
to  the nam e o f  the school.
At the same time Boucher stated 
that the barring o f high school girls 
from  the weekly dances had been 
and will continue to be enforced. 
He also m entioned that in his op i­
nion the new rule was proving to 
be effective in improving the quali­
ty o f  the dances.
Junior Prom
Les E lgart and his o rchestra will 
appear a t the Jun io r P rom  as the 
result o f the election held last week.
Approxim ately 61 percent o f the 
junior class participated in the elec­
tion, announced Bill M cLaughlin 
and  B ob L eibow itz , the co- 
chairm an o f the band committee.
Among the o rchestra considered 
along with Elgart were those o f the 
late G lenn Miller and  Tommy 
Dorsey; Lester Lanin and Count 
Blasie.
The co-chairm an disclosed that 
negotiations with Elgart have been 
initiated and that the contract is ex­
pected to  be signed next week.
Aquinas Society
F o llow ing  a lo n g  its newly 
adopted schedule, there will be no 
meeting o f the Aquinas Society this 
week. H ow ever,  n ext W ednesday 
evening, Nov. 12, the Society will 
meet as usual in the Lounge o f 
Aquinas Hall.
Father Cunningham  will lead a 
■ discussion o f the first book in 
A ristotle’s Ethics  and  also Aristo­
tle’s Politics, B ook II .
Duke Ellington Will 
Perform  for 1959 
Junior Prom enade
A s  it appeared in the February 11,
1959 issue o f  the  Cowl.
Duke Ellington will lead his 
renowned, recording orchestra at 
the King Phillip Ball Room for the 
class o f 1960's Junior Prom o n  Fri­
day night, April 10 .
Ellington was signed recently in 
New York by the Prom  C om m it­
tee , ch a irm an ed  by W illiam  
M cLaughlin, Robert Leibowitz, 
and  Norm an Jacques.
This year a  new feature has been 
inaugurated: the addition o f a mid­
night buffet supper to take place 
during one o f  E llington’s famous 
jazz sessions. The P rom  co- 
chairm an, Reilly and Valky, noted 
that this innovation was adopted by 
p o p u la r dem and , and  it has 
necessitated a rise in the price of 
bids. This year, tickets will sell for
S14.
Since the D uke E llin g to n  
W a sh in g to n ia n s  o p en ed  at 
H arlem 's C otton  C lub on Dec. 4, 
1927, its  c o m p o se r-a rran g e r- 
pianist-leader has represented con­
tinual development and exploration 
in the world o f  music.
“ Mood Indigo,”  recorded in Oc­
tober, 1930, was Ellington’s first 
big p opular h it, it merely presaged 
the stream o f  Ellington melodies 
that was to  follow throughout the 
' 30s. With the com position o f 
“ S olitude,”  the leader em barked 
on a new career as writer o f 
popular tunes that were to become 
w hat is ra th e r d rab ly  called  
“ everg ree n s .”  “ S o p h is tica ted  
Sw ing,”  recorded in 1933, was 
followed by " In a Sentimental 
M ood”  in 1935.
Fashion at PC
To return to  coed fashions, let us 
now discuss footwear. The popular 
flat shoe was introduced several 
years ago when it becam e obvious 
that girls were growing taller than 
boys. For a while the flat shoes 
kept the sexes in a state o f  uneasy 
'balance, but today they will no 
longer serve. Now, even in flats, 
girls are towering over their dates, 
for the feminine growth rate  has 
continued to  rise with disturbing 
speed. In fact, it is now thought 
possible that we will see fifteen-foot 
girls in ou r lifetime.
But science is working on the 
problem , and I feel sure American 
know-how will find an answer. 
M eanwhile, a tem porary measure 
is available—the reverse wedgie.
The reverse wedgie is simply a 
wedgie tu rned around. This tilts a 
girl backward at a 45 degree angle 
and  cuts as much as three feet o ff 
her height. It is, o f course, impossi­
ble to  walk in this position unless 
you have support, so your date  will 
have to  keep his arm  around your 
waist at all time. This will tire him 
out in fairly short o rder; therefore
you must constantly give him en­
couragem ent. Keep looking up at 
him and batting your lashes and 
repeating in awed tones, “ How 
strong are you, Shorty!”
Next we turn  to  hair styling. The 
hair-do this year is definitely the 
cloche-coif. O ne sees very few crew 
cuts or Irene Castle bobs, and the 
new Mohican cut seems not to have 
caught on  at all. In fact, I saw on ­
ly one girl with a M ohican— 
R h o d e lle H . S ig a fo o s , & 
sophom ore o f Bennington. Her
classmates laughed and  laughed at 
her, but it was Rhodelle who had 
the last laugh, for one night a dark, 
handsom e stranger leaped from 
behind a birch and  linked his arm 
in Rhodelle’s and said, “ I am  Un- 
cas, the last o f  the M ohicans-- but 
I need not be the last, dear lady, if 
you will but be my w ife.”  Today 
they are  happily m arried and  run 
a candied-apple stand near M acon, 
Ga ., and have three little Mohicans 
n am ed  P a t t i ,  M ax ine , a n d  
Laverne.
Military Dance 
Queen Pictures 
Due January 23
A s it appeared in the January 14, 
1959 issue o f  the Cowl.
Plans for the selection of the 
queen of the Military Ball have 
been announced by Frederick 
Mullen, chairman o f the queen 
committee. The Military Ball is 
scheduled for Friday, February 6, 
at Rhodes-on-the-Pawtuxet from 
9:00 pm to 1:00 am.
All pictures for the queen con­
test must be in the hands of the 
committee by Friday, January 23. 
The committee has stipulated that 
billfold sized pictures should be 
submitted in an envelope accom­
panied with the following informa­
tion: the entrants name, address, 
and her escort’s name. A box for 
pictures will be provided in the 
rotunda of Harkins Hall.
In addition to the information 
presented with her picture, the can­
didate’s escort must fill out a 
biographical data sheet which may 
be procured at the ticket booth in 
Harkins Hall rotunda.
ALWAYS
Shop
With
Confidence
Chevrolet says new in the nicest ways!
I t ’s n o t the names of these fine Chevrolet features th a t we’re talking about. T h a t which we call “ T urbo-Thrust” 
would by any  other name be ju st as sweet. I t ’s w hat the names -Land for. I t ’s the way Chevrolet looks new, rides 
new and performs new. T h a t’s  w hat’s im portant and th a t’s w hat you should see and  feel. How about now!
B L U E - F L A M E
6 As economy-minded as ever, but now even peppier with a higher 145 horsepower!
AS ANOTHER CHOICE THERE IS
p o w e r g l i d e
FULL COIL
springs at all four wheels 
flex steel muscles to take you 
smoothly over rough spots!
c f c i u i g m : '
A P P R A I S A L S
D E L I V E R I E S
Only /ranekittd Cknrolrt italtn diipiay Ihit famout Iradnurk
SEE ALL THIS AND MORE. TOO. AT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED CHEVROLET DEALERS
A s it appeared in the October 5, 
1955 issue o f  the Cowl.
With the opening of Alumni 
Hall a new era has begun here at 
the Friar home on Smith Hill. This 
new era will actually begin when 
the 1955-56 court Friars play host 
to their crosstown rivals, Brown, in 
the opening game on December 3.
For some time now the Black 
and White has been craving for a
playing surface they could really 
call Home. For the past eight years 
the Friars have been playing within 
the limited confines of the Mt. 
Pleasant High School court, but 
this surface proved to be inade­
quate to the Friar needs, for when 
playing on their foes’ larger sur­
faces the Friars would many times 
be fooled by the big floor. But now 
with their own large and adequate 
floor the Friars will be able to play 
their opponents on an even basis at
home or away.
Along with the new gym comes 
a new mentor to handle the Re­
juvenating Friars. The new 
“ youngster,” Joe Mullaney, who 
gives the appearance o f one of the 
varsity candidates rather than the 
varsity coach, comes to us here at 
PC, after having a highly successful 
season at Norwich.
Having met his team only a  few 
days prior to their initial start last 
season, Joe’s team went on 
  through the season and compiled a 
fine record of 17 wins against only 
eight defeats.
Joe has been on the Friar home 
grounds since school resumed an 
has been able to greet some of the 
boys who will probably be sporting 
the Black and White this year. I
believe he only had six days with 
his team last year before the first 
game and look what they ac­
complished. Just think what could 
happen when he has four or five 
weeks with the Friars before their 
opener
M  Every Friday • T O W N  R O O M  • 5 : 3 0 - 8 : 3 0  P.M.
S H ER A TO N -B ILTM O R E
Basketball Preview:
Coach Joe Mullaney
Providence College students and citizens of the state of Rhode Island gather in front of Providence 
City Hall to celebrate after PC basketball team won the 1961 National Invitational Tournament. At 
the time, the NIT was the premier college basketball event in the country.
A s it appeared in the November 5, 
1958 issue o f  the Cowl.
"W e hope to be as strong as last 
year."  These are the words that Joe 
Mullaney used to express his 
aspirations for his rapidly ap­
proaching fourth season as varsity 
basketball mentor at Providence 
College.
During a recent interview at 
Alumni Hall following a varsity 
practice session, he pointed out 
that this does not necessarily mean 
as good a record as the 19-6 slate 
which the Friars compiled last 
season, as many of their opponents 
will be much stronger than last 
year. St. John’s of Brooklyn, 
Boston College, and Villanova are 
all blessed with a wealth of talent
Coach Mullaney noted that
many things can affect the season’s 
results. Referring to his first year 
at the helm of the Friars, when they 
compiled a 15-8 record, including 
a sensational upset o f Notre Dame 
in overtime, he said that they took 
a lot o f teams by surprise. The 
following season, most o f the team 
returned and most onlookers ex­
pected great things, but opponents 
knew what to expect and PC finish­
ed with an almost duplicate 15-9 
record.
Concerning the past season, he 
said, “ We got a lot of good breaks. 
We went into Quantico hoping to 
win a ball game and ended up win­
ning a tournament. The extra con­
fidence gained there gave us a 
boost.” Mullaney also pointed out 
that last year’s squad never lost two 
games in a row. Losing two or 
three games in succession can 
discourage a team and result in 
other sub-par performances.
Meet Friar 
John Thompson
Former Friar John Thompson is 
now the head coach of the suc­
cessful Georgetown Hoyas.
John  Thom pson (S r.--  
C - 6 '10"-- 2301bs.).
Co-Captain of this year's Friar's 
team, "Long John” is returning 
from a successful season last year 
when he was named to the N .I.T. 
First Team, AP All New England 
Team and UPI All East Second 
Team. John led the Friars in scor­
ing with 259 points, and with his 
deadly jump shot from anywhere 
around the key and his hook shot,
he should figure fairly high in the 
scoring columns again this year. 
Last season he shot 53 from the 
field and scored 38 points against 
Catholic U. for his individual high 
effort.
As a symbol of the rebellious nature of the early 1970’s students protest against former Secretary of 
Defense Melvin Laird’s arrival on campus. The protest was due to U.S.’s involvement in Vietnam.
Peace symbol banner hanging from the top of McVinney Hall during 
a student protest in May of 1970. The students were protesting United 
States involvement in the Vietnam War.
Timetable of World Events 1965-1974
1967-1968
* Hanoi is attacked by U.S. 
Bombers.
* Carl J . Burckhardt writes 
Richelieu
* Bonnie and Clyde is a popular 
film of the day.
* Cassius Clay is indicted for 
refusing to be inducted into the 
U.S. Armed Forces.
* Mickey Mantle hits his 500th 
career home run.
* Boston Red Sox win their first 
pennant since 1946.
* Peggy Flemming wins the 
W orld Figure Skating 
Championship.
* Spencer Tracy dies.
* Cabaret the musical opens in 
New York.
* M artin  Luther King is 
assassinated.
* Queen Elizabeth II invests her 
eldest son Prince Charles, with the 
order of the Garter.
* R ichard Nixon is elected 
President.
* John Steinbeck dies.
* Hellen Keller dies.
*Funny Girl starring Barbara 
Streisand is a popular Film along 
with 2001, a Space Odyssey.
* Mickey Mouse celebrates his
40th birthday.
* Woodstock atta cks more than 
300,000 enthusiasts.
* Boris Karloff and Judy Garland 
die.
* The Mouse Trap celebrates its 
7,000th performance at London’s 
Ambassadors Theatre enters its 
18th year.
* 1776 is a popular musical of the 
time.
* Rod Laver at age 31 wins his se­
cond Grand Slam on Tennis.
* Alexander Solzhenitsyn wins 
the Nobel Prize of Literature.
* Joe Frazier becomes Heavy 
Weight Boxing Champion.
* Roman Catholic and Jewish 
leaders confer in Rome.
•M argaret Court wins the 
Women’s Tennis Grand Slam.
1971-1972
•The Church of England and the 
Roman Catholic church end a 
400-year old dispute when they 
agree on a definition of the essen­
tial meaning of the Eucharist.
* Fiddler on the R oo f becomes 
the longest running Broadway 
musical.
* Cigarette advertisements are 
banned from U.S. television.
•Herman Work writes Winds o f
War.
* Patton starring George C. Scott 
was a popular film of the time.
* Hurricane Agnes causes 1.7 
billion dollars damage to the 
eastern U.S.
* Britain imposes direct rule on 
North Ireland
* Arab terrorists kill two Israeli.
* The Godfather starring Marlon 
Brando is a popular film
* The U.S. tennis team wins its 
fifth consecutive Davis Cup title.
* Jackie Robinson dies
• All in the Family is the leading 
TV show in the USA.
1973-74
* Watergate problems evolve
* President Nixon resigned
* G erald Ford is the new 
president
* Pope Paul VI names 30 new 
cardinals
* The American League adopts 
the designated hitter rule
* Secretariat wins horse racings 
Triple Crown
*O.J. Simpson rushes for 2003 
yards
* Alexander Haig is appointed 
Supreme Commander of NATO
* Jack Benny dies
Barry Goldwater, former United States Senator, is pictured above 
speaking at a Providence College lecture series on February 25, 1968.
Students Probe Chapin 
Tunnels
A s it appeared in the November 12, 
1975 issue o f  the Cowl.
Beneath the seemingly innocent 
grounds o f the Chapin area o f the 
PC campus, a mystery lurks. Many 
of the young men living serenely in 
Dore and Fennell Halls are 
unaware o f the strange and eerie 
phenomenon beneath their feet.
The peaceful facade of brick 
buildings disguises the secret tun­
nels and passages that branch and 
connect with each other beneath 
the earth.
Many strange rumors have been 
circulating around about Dore, 
Fennell and other Chapin 
buildings. Stories of drug clinic and 
insane asylum are whispered to im­
pressionable freshmen to give them 
nightmares. Who knows, maybe 
some of the former patients are still 
wandering about these tunnels...
In order to solve this mystery, 
we, two intrepid young Cowl 
reporters, volunteered to descend 
into this netherworld and bring 
back eyewitness accounts o f those 
dark catacombs. We outfitted an 
expedition and , arm ed with 
flashlights, and instructions to run 
from ghosts, bats and security 
guards, we entered the dark 
underground maze.
The logical place to start the ac­
count would be in the morgue, 
located in the laundry building. It 
was a disappointment. Although 
the sink was bloodstained, the 
refrigerators were not working and 
there were no bodies lying about.
From the morgue, we adven­
turers made our way to the main 
tunnel, taking care not to fall off 
the catwalk to the cement floor, 
20-odd feet down. We had been 
prepared for all-pervading gloom,
cob webs on the ceilings and walks, 
and an atmosphere like that of
Lack of Space May Move 
Commencement to Civic Center
Pharoah’s tomb. That’s exactly 
what we got.
The passages seemed like cor­
ridors leading to medieval torture 
chambers. At one point bone dry 
and dusty, at another place clam­
my and damp, we were momentari­
ly expecting to find a ragged 
prisoner chained to the wall.
The heating or plumbing systems 
were evidently in use because the 
shaky pipes lining the ceilings were 
emitting strains that sounded at dif­
ferent times like voices around the 
next turn, footsteps overhead and 
a nearby pistol fi ring.
The rooms opening off the 
passageways closely resembled 
Berlin after the bombings. Glanc­
ing into them, we could believe the 
stories about mental patients. It 
seemed as though a crowd o f them 
were turned loose with crowbars 
and jackhammers.
The expedition discovered all 
sorts o f rooms: storage rooms, 
laboratories, an X-ray room-- all 
empty, stripped of any useful in­
struments or devices. It was just 
eight months ago that the hospital 
closed down completely, yet it 
seems that it was deserted for years.
Our names will not appear in this 
article due to the fear o f prosecu­
tion on the grounds of trespassing, 
breaking and entering, forced en­
try, jay-walking, peddling without 
a license, riding two on a bicycle 
and other related crimes.
(Editor's note: A follow-up ar­
ticle will be in next week’s  Cowl 
detailing the adventures o f  a second 
expedition, which will be sent to 
locate and, i f  possible, to rescue the 
two reporters comprising the first 
expedition. A ll brave souls are in­
vited to volunteer fo r  this expedi­
tion. Please report to the Cowl 
office.)
A s it appeared in the October 22, 
1975 issue o f  the Cowl.
The Class o f  1976 commence­
ment committee announced today 
that it has endorsed a plan propos­
ed by the administration to move 
the site o f commencement exercises 
from the Grotto to the Providence 
Civic Center.
The administration submitted 
two proposals for consideration by 
the commencement committee. The 
committee was instructed to choose
one of the two. The first plan call­
ed for commencement to be held 
on campus in the Grotto as usual, 
but there would be no commence­
ment exercises in case of inclement 
weather. The second plan propos­
ed that the ceremony be moved to 
the Civic Center rain or shine.
The commencement committee 
endorsed the second proposal on 
the grounds that it insured that 
there will be a ceremony.
Under the first plan, the ad­
ministration refused to allow the
use of Alumni Hall in case o f in­
clement weather. Reasons cited 
were lack of adequate space (two 
tickets per student), and organiza­
tional chaos.
A practically unlimited supply of 
tickets was cited as a reason for 
moving the ceremony. Also cited 
was the fact that the Civic Center 
would provide comfortable viewing 
for everyone and its air condition- 
ed hall would allow the committee 
to  expand and improve the 
ceremony itself.
DWC Underachievers Soon
to Baffle IBM
A s it appeared in the January 19, 
1977 issue o f  the Cowl.
by Jane E. Hickey
Freshmen: Before you give up on 
ever getting a good grade in Civ, 
take heart. A program is being 
devised by which you will be able 
to study for Civ with the help o f a  
computer.
Raymond Sickinger, professor 
of history and DWC, is currently 
working on this project for PC us­
ing his past experience in this area 
gained from his involvement in a 
similar program at Notre Dame.
Notre Dame’s Computer In­
structional Programs involve 10-12
interrelated questions pertaining to 
a particular area of study. The 
questions are followed by multiple 
choice alternatives. The student 
selects the alternative which he 
thinks is correct and is then told 
whether his answer is correct or in­
correct. All answers are followed by 
a fairly detailed explanation to 
eliminate any questions about why 
a choice is incorrect or why a 
“ lucky guess”  is correct.
Sickinger said that the evaluation 
of the Notre Dame experience was 
quite positive for several reasons. 
First, he noted that students felt 
comfortable with the fact that they
could proceed at their own rate 
with the computer and felt none of 
the pressure they might have from 
a human teacher. Slow learners 
proceeded at their own pace and 
everyone eventually ended up with 
the right answer.
Sickinger also noted that all 
questions and answers were com­
posed of well-written prose, the 
constant reading of which served to 
help the students learn to express 
themselves clearly and effectively.
Thirdly, the organization o f the 
material and the critical question­
ing format of the computer pro­
grams were an invaluable aid in 
helping students develop essential 
study habits which most teachers 
found lacking in their students. 
Sickinger noted that her at PC, 
students who have problems with 
Civ are basically quite intelligent; 
they simply lack the study skills 
necessary for good performance on 
a Civ exam.
The implementation of the com­
puter program here would have 
some differences from the program 
at Notre Dame. First, the Notre 
Dame program was available to all 
students taking American and an­
cient history. PC’s program would, 
initially, only be available to pro­
blem students with DWC.
Sickinger feels that due to the 
demanding nature o f the DWC ex­
perience, this kind of system would 
be helpful in developing the very 
important study skills that problem 
students lack, thus freeing DWC 
faculty members to be more readi­
ly available for other matters of 
consultation. He feels that while 
the tapes which are currently 
available are a tremendous help, 
they merely give the student better 
access to the material without giv­
ing him the format to organize and 
retain it.
Sickinger is currently working 
alone on compiling questions for 
the history segment of the program 
and feels that it will possibly be 
ready for implementation in the fall 
o f 1977. The program will even­
tually contain questions pertaining 
to  each o f  the four DWC 
disciplines and will only cover the 
material treated in DWC 201 and 
202.
After this first phase of the pro­
gram goes into effect, it is hoped 
that PC will be able to obtain a 
grant which will permit a team of 
workers to further the development 
in the system and perhaps allow all
students to benefit from this type 
of system. A final phase might 
eventually involve a program to 
provide further information for the 
very bright students who desire 
more insight than the current 
system of mass lecture provides.
DWS Program to Aid 
Students Still Feasible
Dore Hall, which was approved for conversion from a men’s dorm
to a woman’s dorm in 1978, was initially considered a security fisk 
because the first floor windows were easily accessible from the outside.
In 1977 there was an article 
published in The Cowl, concerning 
the possibility of forming a DWC 
computer program to aid those 
having difficulty with the class. 
This project was to be based on a 
sloane program which originated at 
Notre Dame.
Dr. Sickinger, a teacher at Pro­
vidence College, was in charge of 
this project and was to formulate 
the programs into the computers.
Timetable of World Events 1975-1978
1975-76
* John  M itchell, John  D. 
Erlichman and H.R. Haldeman— 
powerful members o f the Nixon 
administration—are convicted and 
sentenced to two-and-a-half to 
eight years in prison for their roles 
in the Watergate Cover-up. 
* Anglican Church in Canada ap­
proves ordaining women to the 
priesthood.
* Rod Sterling, writer o f the TV 
show, the Twilight Zone dies. 
•Mayor Richard Daley of Chicago 
wins his sixth term 
•Thom as H art Benton an 
American painter dies 
* Jaws is a popular film of the time 
* James Hoffa, former president of 
the International Brotherhood of 
Teamsters, disappears.
* Michael Bennet writes A Chorus 
Line
•Samuel E liot M orison an
American historian dies 
* One Flew Over the Cuckoo's  Nest 
is a major winner at the Academy 
Awards
•The Montreal Canadians win the 
first o f four consecutive National 
Hockey League Stanley Cup 
• Rocky is a popular film 
•H ank Aaron retires from 
baseball, holding the U.S. Major 
League record o f 755 career home 
runs
1977-78
•G. Gordon Liddy, credited with 
having devised the Watergate 
break-in, is released from prison 
* Groucho Marx dies 
* Star Wars is a popular film o f the 
time
* Bing Crosby dies 
•The 2300 year-old tomb of King 
Philip II o f Macedon, father of 
Alexander the Great, is found in
N orthern Greece
* Seattle Slew wins horse racing’s 
Triple Crown
* Ed Koch is elected mayor of New 
York City
•M enahem Begin and Anwar 
Sadat win the Nobel Peace Prize 
* Pope Paul VI dies: his successor 
Pope John Paul I dies and he is 
succeeded by Pope John Paul II, 
the first non-Italian to be elected 
Pope in 456 years 
* Leon Spinks defeats Muhammad 
Ali for the heavyweight boxing 
championship and seven months 
later loses the title to Ali 
* Grease  starring John Travolta 
and Olivia Newton John is a 
popular film of the time 
•Affirmed wins horse racing’s Tri­
ple Crown
•The New York Yankees win their 
second consecutive World Series
by Anne D'A ndrea
Obviously, this momentous 
undertaking never came to fruition. 
What happened to this program?
“ At the time we were using a 
Hewlitt Packard system and an old 
teletype,” commented Dr. Sick­
inger in an interview 2 weeks ago.
“ To store the amount of new 
materials, we would have needed 
new terminals, and a new drive, 
which would have a cost o f about 
$50,000 at the time.
“ The total cost o f the program 
was $75,000-5100,000. The pro­
posal went up before the budget 
committee and they felt that other 
projects were more pressine.
“ I was a full-time faculty 
member, and one o f the few With 
expertise in the area. This program 
demanded release time for me, 
which the college wasn’t so willing 
to give. Anyway, the job was just 
two difficult for one person.
“ Even though the need at PC 
was obviously greater that at Notre 
Dame, the constant time and effort 
out weighed the returns,” stated 
Dr. Sickinger. There is a distinct 
possibility for a program like this 
in the future, due to the new 
microcomputers available. They 
are less expensive, more durable 
and more efficient. These factors 
make the institution of the program 
quite feasi ble. Y o u  could put all 
o f freshman Civ study aid on 10-15 
disks.
Dr. Sickinger said that the total 
cost of setting up this program 
would be about $25,000-550,000 
plus the expense of setting up a 
separate faculty for the program if 
it was needed. He also stressed the 
need for a feasible committee to 
look into the immediate and long 
term impact of the program.
The problem of cost has seem­
ingly been but their is still one large 
roadblock left-the personnel to 
develop the program.
Dr. Sickinger is a full-time 
faculty member and a part-time 
dean. He also has his own com­
puter research interests.
"M y interests and desire to pur­
sue this program is still there, but 
I have less time now to devote to 
it than I did 7 years ago,”  Dr. Sick­
inger said. He mentioned the 
possibility o f internships for 
math/computer science majors to 
develop the project.
The focus of this program would 
be freshman year DWC. The com­
puter programs would be an easily 
accessible study aid of DWC subject 
m atter. It would provide a 
systematic approach to study that 
even the best o f tutors might not 
be able to give,” Dr. Sickinger 
commented. This type of aid would 
prove invaluable to DWC 
underachievers. Dr. Sickinger said 
he would bring the proposal up again 
to Dr. Fortin, head of the DWC 
program.
Largest PC Class Hears 
Mondale Speak
A s appeared in the June 14, 1978 
issue.
May 23, 1978 marked Pro­
vidence College’s 60th Commence­
ment in which 1071 degrees were 
awarded. This was the largest 
number of degrees ever presented 
by the College since its first Com­
mencement in 1923. The Class of 
1978 had 210 honor students, 
which represented 27 percent of the 
785 undergraduate population. The 
degrees were presented by Rev. 
Thomas R. Peterson, O .P ., and 
Most Rev. Louis E. Gelineau, 
Bishop of Providence.
The bittersweet ceremonies were 
marked by the appearance of Vice 
President Walter Mondale, who 
received an honorary degree of 
doctor o f public administration,
and Father Peterson’s announce­
ment of the establishment at 10
percent scholarships in memory of 
the students who died in the 
December 13 Aquinas Hall fire.
The memorial scholarships are in 
the names of Kathryn J. An- 
dresake, Jacqueline L. Botelho, 
Barbara J. Feeney, Donna B. 
Galligan, Sallyann Garvey, Gret- 
chen K. Ludwig, Catherine A. 
Repucci, Laura M. Ryan, Deborah 
A. Sm ith, and D orothy A 
Wildman.
As a permanent memorial o f the 
terrible tragedy, the Providence 
College Corporation authorized 
Father Peterson to present the Col­
lege’s highest honor, the Veritas 
medal, to “ the members of the 
Providence College family; to those 
whom God called to Himself; and 
to those God called to show 
Himself to others by the love they 
showed for one another.”
3,400 Agree: Juicy 
Brucey’s the Best
A s it appeared in the March 30, 
1977 issue o f  the Cowl,
Bruce Springsteen melted the 
varnish of Alumni Hall’s floor last 
week, and no one complained.
No one complained! After two 
encores of blistering rock and roll 
and orgiatic gushing of energy, we 
still could stand more! March 20 
will be remembered as the date 
rock and roll came to PC, and 
never left.
“ The Savior o f Rock”  they call 
him. I think he is. After watching 
about two and one-half hours of a 
man so totally overwhelmed by his 
music, you begin to wonder.
You wonder what exactly it is 
which can turn 3400 people into 
one can of jumping beans. You 
also begin to wonder whether 
you’ve been underrating him these 
past two years rather that the op­
posite; a tag which has become the 
party line. You begin to wonder. 
You also wonder in awe.
I found myself sitting there at 
times so washed out by what he had 
to offer that I was blind to 
everything else. His second 
number, written by “ an old 
friend,” was called “ It’s My Life 
and I Do What I W ant.” Its 
message is not at all elusive. It 
could even be argued that he’s be­
ing simplistic.
After closing the show proper 
with “ Rosalita” the audience raises 
hell for five minutes and gets 
“ Born to Run” for an encore. It 
would be a  perfect ending. Yet we 
wanted more.
And we got Springsteen alone at 
the piano for a new song called 
“ The Promise."  This would also 
be a nice touch to end the night. 
But as soon as he’s finished, the 
rest o f the band re-enters and an 
absolutely joyous rendition of 
“ Burnt,”  by the Belmonts (that’s 
from the Stone Age) frosts the 
cake.
Walter Mondale, who was the vice president of the United States, spoke at P.C. commencement in 1978.
Parietals Extended on a Trial Basis:
24-Hour Coed Study Approved 
for Aquinas Lounge, Study
A s it appeared in the June 14, 1978 
issue o f  the Cowl.
by Jane E. Hickey
As of Monday, April 25, coed 
study halls went into effect in 
Aquinas Hall. Lisa Barry, member 
of the Student Congress lifestyles 
committee announced that 
Aquinas I will be open 24 hours for 
silent study to unaccompanied male 
students and Aquinas Lounge will 
also be available 24 hours, conver­
sation permitted, with the stipula­
tion that for every four male 
students there must be one female 
student accompanying them.
Rev. Walter J. Heath, O.P., 
director of residence, commented 
favorable on the decision. He said 
that the suggestion was presented 
“ in good faith” by Donna McCaf­
frey and Lorraine Mastrianni, 
assistant director o f residence and 
head resident, respectively. Since 
they are Father Heath’s “ major
source of advice” and are both very 
much in favor of the decision, 
Father Heath decided, “ Let’s give 
it a try again."
Father Heath commented that 
since Aquinas Lounge is below 
dorm rooms where students’ rights 
must be protected, certain stipula­
tions had to be drawn up. These 
stipulations concern the fact that 
parties or other activities which 
would disturb Aquinas residents 
would not be allowed.
Glay Field Dedication 
Slated for Sunday
On Sunday, May 1, 1977, the 
formal dedication of the Wilmot 
Glay Field on Lower Campus will 
take place. The field will be 
dedicated to the memory of the 
former student and member of the 
college’s soccer team who died on 
October 12, 1975 of a rare bone 
disease called severe aplastic 
anemia.
Glay's story was out o f the or­
dinary. He was encouraged to at­
tend school in the United States by
Norman Peters, a Peace Corps 
volunteer who taught Glay his 
remote village in Liberia. Eventual­
ly, Glay attended and graduated 
 from Gonzago High School in 
  Washington D.C. He was then ac­
cepted by PC and awarded the Col­
lege’s Martin Luther King scholar­
ship. While in attendance here he 
majored in business management.
When Glay reported to the infir­
mary after experiencing difficulty 
in keeping up with his soccer train­
ing and after his condition was 
diagnosed, a monumental effort 
was made to help secure the 
 necessary transplant o f bone mar­
row from a sibling. Father Peter­
son, James A. McKenna '37, Mar­
tin K. Donovan ' 68, and Senator 
John O . Pastore were among those 
who made many efforts to bring 
members of the Glay family to Pro­
vidence from Liberia. Unfortunate­
ly Glay succumbed before the 
transplant was possible.
The Blizzard of 1978 dumped enough snow onto the P.C. campus to cancel classes for five days.
Bruce Springsteen as he appeared when he played at Providence Col­
lege in 1977.
PC Crashes Ratings:
Friars Cage Wolverines
A s appeared in the January 19, 
1977 issue.
It ended the way Hollywood 
would have written it. Underdog 
Providence, which only a few 
months earlier had been relegated 
to the third spot in New England 
basketball, taking on Michigan, as 
in the number-one team in the US 
of A, and then beating them in not 
one, but in two overtimes, 82-81,
in something called the Industrial 
National Classic.
Wouldn’t this look great on the 
silver screen. Providence College’s 
hoop fortunes jump from outhouse 
to penthouse, when, after trading 
leads with UM, Bob Misevicius, the 
world’s tallest point guard, bank­
ed in a 12-footer with just three 
ticks left on the clock. Speaking of 
rags to riches, Misevicius himself 
had just gotten o ff probation two 
games earlier. Frank Capra would 
have loved this one alright.
You could cast Richard Pryor as
Providence Moves Up in 
Basketball Ratings Race
A s it appeared in the January 19, 
1977 issue o f  the Cowl.
NE Division I Poll
As voted by UPI’s board of 
coaches
1. PROVIDENCE, (12).......... 76
2. Holy Cross (4)..................... 66
3. Rhode Island........................ 39
4. Massachusetts.......................36
5. Connecticut...........................23
AP MAJOR COLLEGE POLL
1. San Francisco (19-0)
2. Cincinnati ( 11-0)
3. North Carolina (10-1)
4. Alabama (14-0)
5. Michigan (10-1)
6. Kentucky (10-1)
7. Nevada-Las Vegas ( 11-1)
8. Marquette (10-2)
9. Wake Forest (12-2)
10. UCLA )13-2)
11. Minnesota (11-1)
12. Louisville (10-2)
13. Maryland (12-2)
14. Tennessee ( 11-2)
15. PROVIDENCE (13-2)
16. Arizona (12-2)
17. Arkansas (13-1)
18. Memphis State (14-1)
19. Purdue (10-3)
20. Syracuse ( 13-2)
UPI MAJOR COLLEGE POLL
1. San Francisco (31)  (19-0).394
2. North Carolina (5) ( 10-1)305
3. Cincinnati (2) ( 11-0)......... 289
4. Alabama (2) (14-0)............282
5. Michigan (10-1)................. 246
6. Nevada-Las Vegas (2) (11-1)161
7. Kentucky (10-1)..................114
8. Marquette ( 10-2).................97
9. Wake Forest (12-2)............. 78
10. UCLA (13-2)........................55
11. Tennessee ( 11-2)...................44
12. Purdue (10-3).......................34
13. Minnesota ( I 1 I)................. 34
14 Arizona ( 12-2)..................... 32
15. Arkansas (12-1)....................22
16. Louisville (10-2)...................21
17. PROVIDENCE ( 13-2)...... 19
18. Maryland ( 12-2)...................18
19. Memphis State ( 14-1) ......... 14
20. Utah ( 12-3)............................. 8
ECAC DIVISION I
New England
Holy Cross............. 12-1...........923
PROVIDENCE........12-2........857
Rhode Island........ 8-4............667
Fairfield............... 8-5................ 615
Connecticut..............8-6........... 571
Maine.................8-6..................571
New Hampshire....... 6-7...........461
Northeastern.............3-6........... 333
Boston College....... 4-9...........308
Vermont...............4-9.................308
Boston University......2-7...... 222
National Standings 
Independents
Indiana State..........14-1..........933
Nevada-Las Vegas. . . 14-1.....933
Detroit...............13-1................929
Holy Cross............ 12-1............923
North Texas State. . ..10-1....909
Syracuse.............. 13-2................867
PROVIDENCE....... 12-2......... 857
Dave Gavitt, the only coach to lead P.C. basketball to the NCAA 
final four, is shown here in action.
Bob Cooper, Mason Reese as 
David Fryre, Fred MacMurray as 
Dave Gavitt, William as Bob 
Misevicius, Don Knotts as Paul 
Oristaglio, Jim Walker as Soup 
Campbell and G - '  Segal as Joe 
Hassett.
By this time, unless you spent 
your Christmas vacationing in a 
Tibetan monastery, anybody the 
least bit interested in PC basketball 
knows that PC won the Industrial 
Classic by beating the Michigan 
Wolverines in double overtime.
The news was splashed across the 
sports pages of the Boston Globe 
and Providence Journal, was 
transmitted throughout the coun­
try by the UPI and AP and was 
ultimately responsible for the 
Friars’ national ranking.
Bob Cooper in action in 1977 against the University of Hawaii. The next game P.C. would upset number 
one ranked, the University of Michigan.
Gavitt Decision: End of an Era
A s appeared in the Nov. 29,  1978 
issue
Although much has been written 
and there are still paeans o f praise 
to be sung concerning the departure 
of Dave Gavitt, one fact remains. 
When Gavitt officially concludes 
his coaching career at the end of 
this season he will draw the curtain 
on a truly golden era o f basketball 
at Providence College. His suc­
cesses with the Friar hoop units, the
seasons, the Civic Center record of 
99-9, the lists o f championships 
and honors, are well documented. 
What it all meant was a tradition 
of excellence unique to college 
athletics.
And as the basketball program 
at PC developed into a New 
England power and nationally 
renowned organization, Gavitt’s 
reputation a lso grew. So much so, 
that as in the Mullaney years, the
names Dave Gavitt and Providence 
became synonymous for achieve­
ment. Gavitt was selected an un­
precedented five times as New 
England coach o f the year. Since 
he has an international reputation 
and is one of the country’s premier 
coaches, it was no surprise that he 
was named to coach the 1980 
Olympic hoop squad, over some of 
the “ big”  names from the larger 
schools.
A Career of Outstanding 
Basketball Achievement
by Scott Corrigan
The most recent seasons for the 
Providence College men’s basket-
ball team could hardly be con­
sidered successful. O f course there 
h a s  been some outstanding in­
dividual achievements but the 
Friars o f the 1980’s has consistently 
finished as also-rans in the Big 
East.
This hasn't always been the case 
for basketball at PC. Providence 
has a rich tradition o f winning 
teams competing for the national 
championships. The man respon­
sible for leading the Friars to their 
most memorable accomplishments 
on the hardwood is Dave Gavitt.
In 1959, Dave Gavitt graduated 
from Dartmouth College after hav­
ing led the Big Green to their last 
NCAA appearances in 1957  and 
1959. Gavitt coached for one 
season at Worcester Academy 
before he began he illustrious 
career at Providence. For four 
years he was an assistant to head 
coach Joe Mullaney.
After this brief stint with the 
Friars, Gavitt returned to Dart­
mouth to assume the head coaching 
position. It was here that he began
to receive recognition for his talent 
as he was named New England 
Coach o f the Year in 1968.
Gavitt returned to Providence in 
1969, replacing Mullaney as head 
coach. For ten years, under the 
tutelage of Gavitt, Providence 
maintained the distinction it had 
earned during the Mullaney years 
of being a power in the East.
Gavitt’s record at PC speaks for 
itself. His overall coaching record, 
here was 209-84. His team had 
eight straight twenty win seasons 
and eight straight national post-
season tournament invitations: 5 
NCAA’s and 3 N IT’s. Gavitt’s 
Friars defeated 23 teams ranked in 
the Top 20 during his 10 year 
tenure. He also received four more 
New England Coach o f the Year 
titles.
The most memorable of these 
ten years is the 1972-73 season. 
This team was led by the explosive 
trio of Ernie DiGregorio, Marvin 
Barnes and Kevin Stacom . During 
the regular season this team com­
piled a record of 24-2. In the 
NCAA tourney the Friars waltzed 
past St. Joseph’s, Penn and 
Maryland.
The Friars seemed to be headed
to victory against Memphis State in 
the semifinal game o f the Final 
Four until Barnes went down with 
an injury. This ended the Friar’s 
hopes o f becom ing national 
champions.
In 1979 Gavitt retired as coach of 
Providence but stayed on as the 
Athletic Director. Gavitt became 
the A.D. at Providence in 1971 and 
he retains fond memories of the 
work he did for the overall sports 
program. “ When I first came to 
Providence in 1962, there were only 
five Varsity Sports, and in 1971 
when I became Athletic Director 
there were still only five. But, when 
I departed there were twenty-four 
varsity sports,” he recalled.
Gavitt resigned as the Athletic 
Director at PC in 1982 in order to 
devote more time to his other posi­
tions. Gavitt was a co-founder of 
the Big East Conference and has 
been the commissioner o f the con­
ference since its inception. He has 
also been one of the eight men on 
the NCAA basketball committee 
which selects the teams for the 
post-season tournament. Gavitt is 
no longer at Providence but what 
he has done for the schools sports 
program  will not soon be 
forgotten.
A Year's Debate Ends
Fieldhouse a Reality
After over a year of deliberation, 
the possibility of constructing a field 
house at PC has become a  reality. 
The decision was finalized and ap­
proved at a special meeting o f the 
Providence College Corporation, 
on October 2.
The new facility will be approx­
imately 73,000 square feet and  
situated adjacent to Alumni Hall. 
Built on two levels, and estimated 
at a cost o f between $5 and $5.5 
million, the field house will include 
a 220 yard indoor track, 25 meter 
swimming pool, eight hand- 
ball/racketball courts and five 
multi-purpose courts for tennis, 
basketball and volleyball.
Plans call for linking the new 
structure with Alumni Hall, to
utilize the locker rooms and shower 
areas already existing in the gym. 
The field house will primarily serve 
the recreational needs of the entire 
student body and secondarily pro­
vide areas for some varsity teams 
to practice.
A tentative timetable has the col­
lege seeking construction bids in 
February, 1980. The architectural 
firm of Robinson, Green, Beretta 
C orporation  is now compiling 
specifications for the bid process. 
Construction will begin this spring 
and completion of the project is ex­
pected in the spring of 1982.
" I t has been apparent for some 
time that there was a pressing need 
for new recreational areas,”  com­
mented Rev. Thomas R. Peterson,
O.P. “ As part o f our overall 
development plan, the time has ar­
rived to turn our attention to the 
lack of adequate indoor athletic 
and recreational facilities for our 
students,” Father Peterson con­
tinued. “ The committee, which 
spent more than a year studying the 
need for and feasibility of erecting 
this structure is not a luxury of con­
venience, but a necessity for the 
quality of life on the Providence 
College campus."
Plans concerning the funding of 
the structure are at present ten­
tative. It has however been in­
dicated that the first classes using 
the facility will experience a tuition 
hike of approximately $250.
The Peterson Fieldhouse completed in 1982 now provides students with a fully equipped recreational 
complex.
Peterson Plans 
to Resign
On Tuesday, January 31, the 
Very Reverend Thomas R. Peter­
son, O .P., president of Providence 
College, announced his intentions 
to resign from office at the end of 
June, 1985. Father Peterson, now 
in his thirteenth year as president 
o f the Dominican institution, 
issued the following statement at a 
meeting of the Providence College 
Corporation:
“ For some time now I have been 
giving much prayerful thought to 
the question of how much longer 
I should remain as president. I have 
discussed this matter at length with 
Fr. Daley, the Dominican Provin­
cial and Chairman o f the Pro­
vidence College Corporation and 
with Bishop Gelineau. Both have 
been very understanding and very 
supportive.
I have decided that I would like 
to be replaced as president o f Pro­
vidence College at the end of June,
1985. By that time, I will have com­
pleted fourteen years as president. 
The year and a half which in­
tervenes will allow me to complete 
a number of very important pro­
jects in which I am now engaged. 
Among these are the new 
Dominican priory and the first 
phase of a major capital campaign 
which the College intends to initiate 
in the very near future.
“ My years as president have 
passed very rapidly. By June of 
1985 most o f the goals I set out to 
achieve will have been accomplish­
ed. I believe, therefore, that would 
be an appropriate time for Pro­
vidence College to choose new 
leadership.
I am very grateful to all o f the 
members of the Providence College 
family for their continued coopera­
tion and concern,” Peterson 
concluded.
Priests Move 
Into Priory
A s appeared in the September 19, 
1984
by Julie Norko
The Dominican Fathers o f Pro­
vidence College finally have a place 
to call their own. The St. Thomas 
Aquinas Priory has become the of­
ficial residence of the Dominican 
community here at PC.
Since the Dominicans came to 
the college almost seventy years 
ago, they have been assigned to 
“ temporary quarters” in dor­
mitories and the 4th and 5th floors
of Harkins Hall.
Many of the Domincan Fathers 
lived on Harkins fourth floor, a 
rectory and living quarters. On the 
fifth floor there was a chapel where 
daily prayers and Masses were held.
According to the Very Reverend 
Thom as E rtle , O .P ., the 
Dominican prior, the Dominicans 
are an order of friars who are ac­
tive, in the sense that they are in­
volved in the education and ad­
ministration of the college, and 
monastic as they share all things in 
common.
Editor'! Nott: Frtar'i Zone will bo i  w nkly cirton ibout ounooi Ufa bv froih >rt m .i«.
The Providence College Priory recently completed houses most of the 
P.C. Dominican community.
Past Images of PC
The incoming Providence College of '73 at their freshman orien­
tation in 1969. According to the student handbook, freshmen 
were required to wear beanies "from Freshman Week until Oc­
tober 17. Beanies are on sale at the bookstore.”
Friar Boy I,   a former school mascot.
PC students under Director of the Army Special Training Program (ASTP) in 1943. The ASTP was 
present on campus for a 90-day training program during WWII.
The Aquinas Hall Lounge as it appeared in the late 1940's.
Physical Education, 1942.
Students protesting the Vietnam war in the early 1970’s.
